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Abstract 
LogicWeb is a model of the World Wide Web, where Web pages are rephrased as logic pro- 
grams, and hypertext links are relationships between these programs. A logic language based 
on LogicWeb has been developed which supports these high-level abstractions for Web pro- 
gramming. We have also implemented a client-side xtension to a Web browser for executing 
applications written in that language. The LogicWeb language is particularly suitable for cod- 
ing important classes of applications, and this paper considers two in some detail: Web search, 
and the structuring of Web information using deductive databases. LogicWeb illustrates that 
logic programming possesses many advantages for writing Web applications, including the 
simple representation of information (e.g., as deductive databases or as logic grammars), 
the ability to write meta-level descriptions (e.g., of pages and the connections between pages), 
and the encoding of rules and heuristics necessary for "intelligent" behaviour. © 1998 Else- 
vier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
The Wor ld  Wide Web's  popular i ty  derives from its support  for the global publi- 
cat ion of  pages which contain graphics, sound, animations,  3D images, and so on. 
The Web is also an excellent informat ion source, made accessible through numerous 
search engines. 
A drawback of  basic Web pages is their l imited executable behaviour,  which is es- 
sentially restricted to clicking on hypertext links. This has been addressed by two 
classes of  programming extensions, one based on server-side valuation, the other 
on client-side computat ion.  
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Server-side valuation typically involves the user in completing a form on their 
browser, which is submitted across the network to a Web server to be processed. 
The most widespread server-side evaluation mechanism is the Common Gateway In- 
terface (CGI) which delivers form details to programs, and routes any output from 
the code back to the user. 
One disadvantage of server-side programming is the difficulty of extending the us- 
er interface. For instance, it is not possible to intercept the activation of a hypertext 
link or to augment he forms interface with additional GUI elements. Also, since 
server-side scripts are usually located on different machines from the forms which 
use them, communication latency can be a problem. A further drawback is the load 
on the server caused by multiple clients running scripts. 
The other kind of Web programming evaluates code on the client-side (i.e. on the 
user's browser). Two well-known languages of this type are JavaScript (Reynolds 
and Wooldridge, 1996) and Java (Gosling et al., 1997). The client-side approach al- 
lows programs to utilise a wider variety of browser features than server-side scripts, 
thereby increasing the possible types of user interaction. For instance, Java comes 
with a rich set of GUI class libraries, and JavaScript can access the browser's history 
list of recently retrieved pages. Typically, client-side code is downloaded with the 
page that uses it, and so network characteristics will not affect he program's execu- 
tion. 
A drawback of many client-side languages i their complexity. For example, Java 
supports the typical features of an imperative object oriented language (although it 
has removed pointers). This means that the representation f structured information, 
as found in databases for instance, involves the manipulation of an assortment of 
data structures. Also, these language offer little support for meta-level information, 
such as descriptions of pages and the relationships between pages. These capabilities 
are extremely useful for a diverse class of Web applications, including search and da- 
ta mining. 
Security is an issue with client-side programming since it relies on code being 
moved from a foreign host to be executed locally. Java has a number of interesting 
security features, but they can make it difficult to do common tasks such as file ma- 
nipulation and Web page retrieval (Gosling et al., 1997). 
There are two main aims of our work. The first is to utilise Logic Programming 
(LP) as a way of viewing the Web more abstractly than just as pages connected 
by hypertext links. The Logic Web model allows the Web to be manipulated as a col- 
lection of logic programs, which can be interrelated using familiar LP techniques 
(Loke and Davison, 1996). This is not simply a pleasing abstraction, but is essential 
as a framework for writing Web programs that manipulate structured information or 
carry out meta-level reasoning. 
The second aim is to investigate the use of LP as a client-side programming tool 
for building applications on the Web. The client-side approach is utilised because it 
offers the opportunity to provide novel forms of user interaction while avoiding net- 
work problems. 
LogicWeb is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents a Web programming lan- 
guage based on LogicWeb, including a detailed look at its operational semantics. 
Section 4 examines how Web search tools can be developed using LogicWeb, with 
an emphasis on the representation of search heuristics. Section 5 considers how 
structured Web information can be encoded as lightweight deductive 
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The implementation of LogicWeb is outlined in Section 6. Other approaches to 
using LP with the Web are described in Section 7. Section 8 contains a summary 
of the main points of this work, and some possible directions for future research. 
The material presented here is an expansion of work reported in Loke and 
Davison (1996) and Loke et al. (1996a, b). These papers (and others), a prototype 
LogicWeb system, and several small applications can be found at h t tp : / /  
www. cs. mu. oz. au /~swloke / log icweb,  html .  
Several medium-size LogicWeb applications are described in the literature: 
• CIFI, a citation finding search tool (Loke et al., 1996b; Han et al., 1997), 
• Web-based guided tours (Loke and Davison, 1997a), 
• An extended Web link model (Loke and Davison, 1997b). 
2. LogicWeb overview 
A simple view of the Web is as a collection of pages connected by hypertext links. 
A fragment might look like Fig. 1. We shall make the assumption that every page 
has a unique address (its URL). In fact, there are exceptions to this, such as when 
a page is dynamically created by a CGI script. 
The LogicWeb model extends pages to become logic programs which we call 
Logic Web programs, and allows link connectivity to be augmented with LP relation- 
ships. The previous fragment could be viewed by LogicWeb as in Fig. 2. Each pro- 
gram still contains the text of the Web pages, but now extended with LP code. How 
this combination is achieved is described below. 
Another change of perspective is to label each program with an ID (e.g. pcjml, 
pgm2 in Fig. 2). The requirement is that each ID is unique, and LogicWeb achieves 
this by using the page's URL. 
A program ID is represented by a term at the LP level, and so programs become 
amenable to meta-level reasoning. For instance, the fact: 
i s _a_summary_o f  (pgml,  pgm2 ) . 
specifies that pgml is a summary of pgm2. This could be used by an on-line book 
previewer to direct the browser from a summary page (in pgml) to a more detailed 
IJRL1 
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Web Page 
--[ Web Page 
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Fig. 1. Web pages connected byhypertext links. 
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Fig. 2. LogicWeb programs connected byLP relationships. 
page ( in pgm2), or to guide the browser from the details to the summary. Such facts 
(and rules) play an important role in LP-based Web search tools, as described in Sec- 
tion 4. 
The LogicWeb model has been implemented with a client-side LP system, which is 
conceptually between the user's browser and the Web as shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3 illustrates (in a stylised form) how LogicWeb supports the LP abstraction 
of the Web. When a Web page is retrieved, it is displayed by the browser as normal- 
ly. However, the page is also converted into a program and stored on the client-side. 
A downloaded page/program is a copy of the original page on the Web, which be- 
comes significant when state change is considered. 
The presence of the LogicWeb system between the browser and the Web means 
that it can interpret he user's input. For instance, the system can convert a click 
on a hypertext link into a goal. This conversion allows programmers to write code 
which extends the meaning of a click beyond page retrieval. In Loke and Davison 
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Fig. 3. A stylised overview of the LogicWeb system. 
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(1997b), we use this mechanism as the basis for a two-level model of the Web. Web 
pages are stored at the first level, and the links between them pass through a link ab- 
straction layer. This extra layer permits processing to be carried out as part of link 
traversal, thereby increasing the expressiveness of links beyond direct connections 
between pages. 
The Web uses a client-server communications model: the client sends a request o 
a server (e.g., to retrieve a page), and the server processes it and responds (e.g., with a 
Web page). Web clients communicate with Web servers using the Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) (Berners-Lee t al., 1996). We call the successful responses to 
HTTP requests response ntities. Below, we consider the three most commonly used 
types of HTTP client requests: GET, HEAD, and POST, and describe how their re- 
sponse entities map to LogicWeb programs. 
GET and POST requests differ in the amount and format of the data which they 
supply to a server, while HEAD requests are used to retrieve meta-level information 
about pages. Typically, this includes the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Exten- 
sion) version ID, the server version ID, the page request date, the content ype, the 
content length, and the time the page was last modified. GET or HEAD methods are 
used in most of our examples, but we briefly look at POST in Section 5.4. 
The LogicWeb system, acting as a Web client, retrieves pages from Web servers, 
and converts all retrieved pages into programs, including those with no additional 
LP code. The basic transformation of a Web page retrieved with a GET method re- 
sults in three predicates being created: 
my_ id(get ,  ' 'URL' ') . 
h text ( ' ' Page  text ' ' )  . 
about  ( las t_mod i f ied ,  ' 'Sunday,  08-Dec-96  20 :48 :29  GMT' ') . 
about  (content_ length ,  ' ' tex t /h tml '  ') . 
/ *  o ther  about /2  facts...*/ 
my_ id / l  holds two components making up the program's ID: the HTTP method 
name used to retrieve the page/program (in this case GET) and the page's URE. 
my_ id /1  allows the program to refer to itself; an example is when a program must 
determine if its program ID is different from that of another, h t e x t / l  contains the 
complete text of the Web page (including its HTML tags) as a string. The about /2  
facts hold the meta-level information supplied by the Web server. 
Each page is also parsed for link information, generating a l ink /2  predicate. For 
instance, the link in the line: 
I l ike <a hre f : ' 'h t tp : / /www.pros t .o rg /beermake.html ' ' )beer  mak-  
ing(/a). 
becomes the fact: 
l ink( '  'beermak ing ' '  , ' ' h t tpz / /www.pros t .o rg /beermake.html '  ' )  . 
As a concrete xample of the LogicWeb translation, consider the following Web 
page at http  : / / f i vedots .  coe .psu. ac. th /~ad/examp,  html:  
(html) 
(head}(t it le}An Example( / t  it le}{/head} 
(b o dy)(H l}An e x amp i e}(/H i} 
(P}Links to the 
(ahre f  ' 'h t tp : / /us . imdb.com/ ' ' )The  In ternet  Mov ie  Database(/a),  
and (a href  = ' 'http : / /www. amazon,  com/'  ')Amazon. com Books(/a}.{/P} 
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</body></html> 
This will be translated into a program containing about /2  ~cts and ~ur  other 
clauses: 
my_id( ' 'http: / / f ivedots.coe.psu.ac.th/~ad/examp.html ' ' ) .  
h_text(''(html>% a long string holding the entire text of the page 
<head><tit le>AnExam 
...(/html>''). 
l ink(' 'The Internet Movie Database'', ' 'http://us.imdb.com/'')  . 
l ink( ' 'Amazon.comBooks' '  , ' 'http://www.amazon.oom/' ')  . 
LogicWeb can also generate facts about the page structure, including a t it le/l 
fact and similar information about the body, sections, sub-sections, images, and ap- 
plets. These facts are generated on demand when a call is made to them rather than 
by default at program creation time (as in the case of 1 ink/2).  Other predicates can 
be readily generated by the programmer by applying built-in parsing utilities to the 
page string held in h_ text /Z .  
LP code appears on a page inside a <lw_code>...</lw_code> container. For in- 
stance, the following could be added to the examp, html page: 
<lw_code> 
interests([ ' 'Logic Programming'' ,  ''AI'', ''Web'', ''OOP''] 
related(' ' logic' ' ,  ''Logic Programming'') .  
related(' 'agents' ' ,  ''AI''). 
useful_pages( ' 'Logic Programming'' ,  
[ ' 'http:/ /www-lp.doc. ic.ac.uk/ ' ' ,  
' 'http:/ /www.cwi.nl /projects/alp/ ' ' ] ) .  
interested_in(X) :- 
interests(Is) , member(X, Is) . 
interested_in(X) :- 
related(X, Y), interested_in(Y) . 
(/lw_eode> 
Typically, such code appears inside a (pre> .(/pr e) container so that is unlnter- 
preted by the browser. 
The facts and rules in the example illustrate the kinds of Web information that 
can be represented. The in teres ts /1  and re la ted /2  facts give details about 
the author of the page in a structured form that can be readily processed. The use-  
fu l _ .pages /2  fact could be employed by a search engine looking for LP informa- 
tion, or for details on logic (by using the appropriate re la ted /2  fact). The 
in t e res t  e d_ in /1  rules show how page information can be inferred. 
The interests/l, related/2, useful_pages/2, and interested_in/ l  
predicates will be included in the LogicWeb program generated from examp, html 
when it is retrieved. 
Once a LogicWeb program has been downloaded, it can be queried via a forms 
interface, which is added to its corresponding page before it is passed to the browser. 
Alternatively, a LogicWeb input form may already have been added to the page by 
its author. 
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LogicWeb is not alone in adding more machine-processable semantic ontent o 
pages. The recently proposed HTML 3.2 standard (HTML 3.2 Reference Specifica- 
tion, 1996) contains tags for meta-information based around name-value pairs. 
HTML links can also be classified by using attributes. In addition, Luke et al. 
(1996) has proposed new HTML tags for incorporating ontology-based knowledge 
into pages, in the form of IS-A class hierarchies and instance-instance relationships. 
For example, a subsection can be related to another page by a named relationship. 
ISO-HTML is a proposed extension of HTML which allows the tag elements of the 
language to be arbitrarily extended (Price, 1997). Price suggests adding Prolog exten- 
sions with this mechanism (see Section 7.1 for more information). 
3. The LogicWeb language 
The language which supports the LogicWeb model is a fairly elementary Edin- 
burgh-style Prolog with some additional program operators. A crucial notion is that 
the IDs of LogicWeb programs are treated as first-class objects. This makes it easier 
for programs to access and manipulate each other, and allows arbitrary relationships 
to be defined between programs. The additional operators permit LogicWeb pro- 
grams to be downloaded, queried, and composed without the programmer having 
to consider the low-level details of page retrieval and parsing. 
Section 3.1 informally discusses the new operators, Section 3.2 gives a formal syn- 
tax for the LogicWeb language, and Section 3.3 presents its operational semantics. 
Section 3.4 considers the relationship between the operational semantics and a fix- 
point representation. 
3.1. Logic Web operators 
3.1.1. Context switch&g 
We first consider the operational meaning of the operator "#>" which we call con- 
text switching. A Logic Web goal is a goal formed using context switching. The fol- 
lowing LogicWeb goal applies a goal to a program specified by its program ID 
(i.e., its URL) and its method of retrieval (e.g., GET): 
lw(get ,  URL) #)Goal 
If the program is not present in the program store (see Fig. 3) then its page will be 
downloaded and transformed into a LogicWeb program before the query is evaluat- 
ed. However, if the program is already in the store then the goal is executed imme- 
diately. Thus, the "#>" operator permits the programmer to think of Web 
computation as goals applied to programs, with no need for explicit Web page re- 
trieval or parsing. 
The current context of a LogicWeb goal, i.e. the program, or composition of pro- 
grams, in which the goal is evaluated, is ignored. For instance, consider the following 
goal: 
?- lw(get ,  ' 'URL0 ' ' )#) ( lw(get ,  ' 'URL l ' ' )#) in teres ted_ in (X)  ) . 
The program lw ( get ,  ' ' URLO' ' ) is the context for the LogicWeb goal lw ( get ,  
' 'URLI'  ' )#) interested_ in(X) .  However,  the evaluation of in teres t -  
ed_ in(X)  only uses the rules in lw(get, i 'URLI' ' ) ,  ignoring those in lw(get, 
' 'URL0' ' ) .  The lw(Type, URL)#)G operation corresponds to context switching 
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found in contextual LP (Monteiro and Porto, 1993), and to the operation [M]G in 
Baldoni et al. (1993), where [M] is a modal operator. 
When a LogicWeb goal is evaluated, it is possible that its corresponding program 
cannot be created. This may happen if the HTTP request for the required page fails 
due to server or network overload, which means that no page is delivered to the Log- 
icWeb system. We have chosen to represent a failure of this kind by the failure of the 
corresponding LogicWeb goal, which makes the problem observable at the applica- 
tion level. 
Since a LogicWeb goal E #>G interacts with the Web as part of its evaluation, an- 
other design choice is to specify the extent of that interaction when the same goal is 
invoked multiple times. 
When a goal is called the first time, there are two possible cases: 
1. The requested HTTP  response ntity is downloaded and the corresponding program 
is created. If the same goal is invoked at a later time, there are two options: 
• reissue the HTTP request and create a new program, or 
• keep using the existing program. 
The first option can lead to inconsistent query results. If the corresponding page has 
been changed on its server between the first and second HTTP requests, then the 
new program may be different from the original. Consequently, the goal which 
may have succeeded with the original program may now fail or succeed with dif- 
ferent bindings. In contrast, the second option guarantees consistent results since 
the program is never changed. 
2. The requested HTTP  response ntity could not be downloaded. If the same goal is 
later invoked, either the: 
• HTTP request can be reissued, perhaps returning the actual page this time, or 
• goal failure is forced, in order to be consistent with the first invocation. 
For case (1), we use the second option (i.e., we do not do repeated ownloads). For 
case (2), we have implemented the first option (i.e., try a failed request again). 
In case (1), we chose reuse primarily to retain consistency between goal evalua- 
tions. Moreover, most Web pages change quite infrequently and can safely be as- 
sumed to be constant over the duration of a query evaluation (though there are 
exceptions). Another advantage is that LogicWeb programs are cached on the local 
host, reducing the number of network accesses, and so increasing efficiency. This 
consistency also allows information to be inferred about goal failures. 
The failure of a E#>G goal is ambiguous ince it may be caused by the client's in- 
ability to retrieve the program, or because G is not provable in m. This ambiguity is 
resolved by subsequently calling E#>true, which will only fail if E is not present. 
However, if E#>true succeeds, then this may mean that G was not provable or that 
E was just downloaded successfully in order to evaluate the t rue goal. The situation 
can be resolved by invoking E#>G again, which can now only fail if G is not provable 
in E. 
There are alternatives to reuse, which still reduce network access overheads. For 
example, 
• A program is replaced only if it has been modified. This reduces network access 
costs by issuing a HEAD request o determine if a page has been modified instead 
of a more expensive GET message. However, LogicWeb goal evaluations may 
change after a new program has been installed. 
• A program is replaced periodically. A separate agent can periodically update the 
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cache independently of when the programs are used. However, it is also hard to 
determine the desirable frequency of such updates. 
• Programs are replaced automatically when the evaluation of a user query completes. 
This makes LogicWeb goal evaluations consistent for the duration of a user query. 
A disadvantage is that the user may want to try a different query with the same set 
of programs. In the current LogicWeb implementation, the user can clear or re- 
fresh the program store at any time through a utility program (itself a LogicWeb 
application). 
Although reusing programs makes goal evaluations efficient and consistent, it 
does not support applications which need to compare different versions of a program 
or work with the latest version of a continually changing page. For such applica- 
tions, versioning would be required, and a possible approach is described briefly 
in Section 8 on future work. 
In case (2), repeated ownload attempts allow failed goals to be retried. We deem 
this more important han inconsistency between goal evaluations. 
3.1.2. Two examples 
The use of context switching is illustrated below with two simple search utilities; 
more complicated search tools will be developed in Section 4. Note that these tools 
reside in Web pages in the way described in Section 2, and are downloaded and que- 
ried as LogicWeb programs through the LogicWeb system. 
The first example finds a similar page given a starting URL. The query: 
2- s imi la r_pg( ' 'h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ad ' ' ,  P) . 
will try to bind P to a URL which is similar to the given address imi la r  pg/2 is 
defined as: 
s imi la r~g(Cur rURL ,  S imi la rURL)  :- 
lw(get ,  Cur rURL)#) in teres ted_ in (Top ic )  , 
lw(get ,  Cur rURL)#) l ink (Top ic ,  S imi la rURL)  . 
The program obtains an in ter  e s t  ed_ in /1  topic from the given page and uses it to 
select a link leaving that page. The evaluation of the query will probably involve 
backtracking as it is unlikely that every topic of interest has an associated link. Note 
that the program Zw(get,  CurrURC) is downloaded only once though it is utilised 
repeatedly in backtracking and in both LogicWeb goals. 
A serious drawback of this code is that it assumes that the page contains in t  e r -  
es ted  in /1  and l ink /2  facts. It will have the latter, since they are generated au- 
tomatically (unless there are no links leaving the page). It is less certain that there will 
be an in teres ted_ in /1  predicate. This can be remedied by including an extra 
clause in s imi la r_pg/2  which analyses the page using the h_ text /1  string. Also, 
we can avoid inspecting overly large pages by first issuing a HEAD request o deter- 
mine the content length of a page, and checking that the content length is below a 
specified threshold. 
The second example uses the h_ text /1  approach to find a page below a certain 
size relevant o a given subject and starting page. The query: 
2- re levant_pg( '  'Logic  P rogramming '  ', i0000, 
,h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ad , ,, P) . 
will bind m to a URL which is related to logic programming, where the page is less 
than 10 000 bytes in length, and is linked to the starting page. re levant_pg/4  is 
defined as: 
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re levant~g(Sub jec t ,  MaxSize,  StartURL, URL) :- 
lw(get, StartURL)#)l ink(_,  URL) , 
lw(head, URL)#>about(content length, L), 
L<MaxSize, 
lw(get, URL)#)h_text(Source) , 
conta ins(Source,  Subject) . 
r e levant_pg/4  selects a link in the starting page without concerning itself about 
the anchor. If the size of the page linked to is less than MaxS i ze  bytes, then the text 
of that page is retrieved and passed to the LogicWeb built-in predicate c ont a ins /2  
to see if it contains the subject string, r e l evant_pg/4  only relies on the predicates 
automatically added to programs by the LogicWeb system, and so should be more 
robust than s imi la r  pg/2.  This example shows the ease with which recta-level in- 
formation and the HTML page text can be accessed. 
An answer to a query evaluation is returned to the user as a complete Web page 
whose formatting can be left to the LogicWeb system, or can be specified by built-in 
predicates as part of a program. A weakness of the current LogicWeb system imple- 
mentation is the lack of backtracking at the top-level of query evaluation: once an 
answer has been returned to the user it is not possible to backtrack into the compu- 
tation. For that reason, the usual LogicWeb coding style for multiple answers is to 
embed the top-level query in a seto f /3  ca l l ,  such as: 
?- setof(P, re levant_pg( ' ' Log ic  Programming' ' ,  i0000, 
' 'h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ad '', P) , Ps) . 
3.1.3. Composing Logic Web programs 
LogicWeb programs can be composed using four different operators, inspired by 
work on compositional LP (Brogi et al., 1994b; Bugliesi et al., 1994), implication 
goals (Miller, 1989), and contextual LP (Monteiro and Porto, 1989). The composi- 
tion operators for LogicWeb programs are collectively called L W-composition oper- 
ators, and consist of L W-union (+), L W-intersection (.), L W-restriction (/), and L W- 
encapsulation (@). These operators are used to form expressions called Logic Web pro- 
gram expressions, or simply, program expressions. This choice of operators was mo- 
tivated by their proven utility in a variety of LogicWeb applications, and in other 
areas, such as knowledge representation and program structuring (for example, 
see Brogi et al., 1994a). 
LogicWeb programs are composed after they have been retrieved from the Web, 
and this behaviour means that the semantics of the composition operators can be 
viewed as a variant of those described in Brogi et al. (1994b), extended to address 
issues related to page downloading. For example, consider the following LogicWeb 
goal utilising LW-union: 
?- (lw(get, ''URL0'') + lw(get, ''URLI'') + lw (get, ''URL2''))#>p(X) . 
This goal expresses the programmer's intention to download three programs, and 
then evaluate p (x) in the set-theoretic union of their clauses. However, if any of the 
programs cannot be created (e.g., because a page cannot be retrieved over the net- 
work), then the goal fails. 
It is convenient to use Prolog's list capabilities to work with collections of pro- 
grams. We have an operator similar to reduce in functional programming which ap- 
plies a binary composition operation between the elements of a list starting from the 
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leftmost element. This operator is denoted by "<>" and is named LW-reduce. The 
following equation illustrates its meaning: 
(+)<>[lw(get,  ' 'URL0 ' ' )  , lw(get ,  ' 'URLI '  ') , lw(get ,  ' 'URL2 '') ] : 
lw(get ,  ' 'URL0 '  ') + lw(get ,  ' 'URL I ' ' )  + Iw(get ,  ' 'URL2 ' ' )  
LW-reduce can be used with LW-intersection i a similar way, for example, by re- 
placing "+" by " , "  in the above equation. 
LW-reduce is used with LW-restriction in a slightly different way. LW-reduce 
applies the operator " / "  to a pair whose first member is a program expression, 
and the second a list of program identifiers. The following equation illustrates 
this use: 
( / )<>(lw(get,  ' 'URL0 '  ') + lw(get ,  ' 'URL I ' ' )  , 
[ lw(get ,  ' 'URL2'  ') , lw(get ,  ' 'URL3 '  ') ] ) 
( ( lw(get ,  ' 'URL0 ' ' )  + lw(get ,  ' 'URL I '  ') ) 
/ lw(get ,  ' 'URL2 ' ' )  ) / lw(get ,  ' 'URL3 ' ' )  
The failure of a Logic Web goal when a program named in a program expression 
cannot be obtained means that we either obtain all possible solutions (e.g., on back- 
tracking) when all the required programs are downloaded, or no solutions when any 
program is absent. 
In some situations, this behaviour seems too restrictive. For example, we may 
only want one solution, and do not care which one. This is true of the goal: 
2- ( lw(get ,  ' 'URL0 ' ' )  + lw(get ,  ' 'URL I ' ' ) )#>p(X) .  
Suppose that p(x)  can succeed using lw(get ,  ' 'URL0' ' ) alone. Allowing 
p(x)  to succeed in the LW-union when only lw(get ,  ' 'URL0 ' ' )  can be cre- 
ated permits at least one solution to be returned. However, this compromises 
the declarative semantics since p (x) is evaluated in only one program when 
it should be evaluated in two. 
Another way to obtain as many solutions as possible is to fetch all the required 
programs before using them in a program expression. For instance: 
? -seto f (P ,  (member (P ,  [ lw(get ,  ' 'URL0 ' ' ) ,  lw(get ,  ' 'URL I ' ' ) ] ) ,  
P#>true)  , Ps) , 
se to f (X ,  ((+)<>Ps)#)p(X) , Xs) . 
The first seto f /3  goal attempts to download URL0 and URL1, and returns the IDs 
of the successfully downloaded ones in Ps. ps is then employed by LW-reduction in 
the second seto f /3  goal. 
LW-composition operators encourage software ngineering principles. For exam- 
ple, the LogicWeb program components of an application can be distributed over 
several Internet hosts, and integrated when needed. This approach is utilised in 
the Web-situated atabases discussed in Section 5. 
The LW-composition operators allow collections of program IDs to be treated as 
first-class entities, which further extends the generality of programs. For example, 
l i nks /2  below obtains a list of links in a program expression c, but this variable 
can be bound to any composition of programs by using suitable operators. 
l i nks (C ,  Ls) :- 
se to f ( l ink (A ,  B) , C#>l ink(A ,  B) , Ls) . 
The following query retrieves links from the union of three pages: 
? - l inks ( lw(get ,  ' 'http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/~swloke/' ')+ 
lw(get ,  ~ ~ht tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ad/ ' ' )+  
lw(get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ leon/ ' ' )  , L inks )  . 
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3.1.4. Utilising the current context 
The operators discussed so far ignore the current context when proving goals. 
However, LogicWeb includes a context operator, denoted by " (#)" ,  which can be 
used to represent the current context in a program expression. For instance, in the 
goal: 
?- lw(get,  ' 'URL0'')#)( ( (#)+lw(get, ' 'URLI' ') )#) 
interested_ in(X)  ) . 
"( # )" is instantiated to lw ( get ,  ' ' URL0 '  ' ) when the goal is evaluated. "( # )" can 
be used in place of a program ID in any expression, which provides very useful ex- 
pressive power. For example, it can be employed to model features of Miller's impli- 
cation goal (Miller, 1989), and contextual logic programming (Monteiro and Porto, 
1989). 
Miller's implication goal has the form D D G which, when evaluated in P (the cur- 
rent context of the goal), causes the evaluation of G in P U D. An implication goal 
can be simulated in LogicWeb by a goal of the form ((#) + D)#>G, which denotes 
(P + D)#>G where P is the current context. In fact, the context operator can be used 
to generalise the implication goal to D D: G which proves G in P O D, where ~ de- 
notes a composition operator. The expressive power of implication goals for imple- 
menting memoing, abstract datatypes, and modular logic programming is detailed in 
(Miller, 1989). 
One of the key ideas in contextual logic programming is the context extension op- 
erator (denoted by ">>"). A goal of the form Q >> G is evaluated in a program P by 
evaluating G using the predicates in Q and those in P which are not in Q. The goal 
Q >> G can be rewritten as the LogicWeb goal (Q + (@(#)/Q))#>G. 
As mentioned in Monteiro and Porto (1989), the advantages of using the current 
context in programming include modularity for software construction, greater gen- 
erality, and reusability of predicates. For example, "( # )" allows predicates to be de- 
fined whose definitions are context-dependent. 
Consider an application for translating a set of English sentences into 
other languages, located at h t tp : / / t rans .cora / .  The top-level predicate is 
eng l i sh  to ta rget /2 ,  which performs the translation of a specified sentence. 
That predicate uses eng l i sh  to l ingua/2  to convert he sentence into an inter- 
mediate semantic form (a lingua franca between different languages). The other pred- 
icate is l ingua  to ta rget /2  which makes no changes to its input by default. 
my_id(get ,  ' 'h t tp : / / t rans .com/ ' ' )  . 
%pred icate  to per fo rm t rans lat ions  
engl ish to target (Eng l i shSentence ,  TargetSentence)  :- 
engl ish to l ingua(Eng l i shSentence,  Lingua) , 
l ingua to target (Lingua, TargetSentence)  . 
%Engl ish  sentence parser 
engl ish to l ingua(Eng l i shSentence,  Lingua) :- 
/ *  def in i t ion  of engl ish to l ingua/2 * /  
% default  result  
l ingua to target(L ingua,  Lingua).  
This program can be modified to translate English sentences into a specific target 
language by redefining l ingua  to ta rget /2 .  
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A LogicWeb program for translating the set of English sentences into French is 
given below. It contains a predicate l ingua  to  ta rget /2  which translates from 
lingua to French, and a clause eng l i sh  to  f rench/2  for translating sentences 
from English to French. It reuses the basic translation program by accessing 
lw(get, ' ' h t tp : / / t rans .com/ '  ') : 
my id(get, ' 'h t tp : / /eng l i sh . to . f rench/ '  ') . 
% t rans late  f rom l ingua to French 
l ingua to target (Lingua, FrenchSentence)  :- 
.... / *de f in i t ion  of l ingua to target/2*/. .  
% t rans late  f romEng l i sh  to French 
engl ish to f rench(Eng l i shSentence ,  F renchSentence) : -  
((lw(get, ' 'h t tp : / / t rans .com/ ' ' ) / (#))  + (#))#} 
engl ish to target (Engl ishSentence,  FrenchSentence)  . 
The program expression in the eng l i sh  to  f rench/2  rule states that only en-  
g l i sh  to target/2 and engl ish to l ingua/2 from lw(get, ' ' h t tp : / /  
t rans .com/ ' ' )  are added to the current context (the program lw(get ,  
' ' h t tp  : / /eng l i sh .  to .  f rench/ '  ' ) ). The use of LW-restriction excludes l in -  
gua to target/2 from lw(get, ' 'ht tp: / / t rans.com/ ' ' )  since it is already 
defined in the current context. The LW-union operation supplies l ingua  to ta r -  
get /2  from the current context. 
3.2. Syntax 
This subsection gives the EBNF syntax of the pure LogicWeb language, which is 
roughly given by the equation: 
pure LogicWeb language = pure Prolog + LogicWeb operators 
A pure LogicWeb program is a finite set of clauses of the form: 
where f~ is defined recursively as: 
# > 
~ defines LogicWeb program expressions precisely: 
Vm )l URL) I 
-Y : :=  field(Name, Value) 
=== E] I [ J  I 
£~: :=+l*  
~(  y~ defines a Prolog list of items each of which is described by a nonterminal ,¢. 
URL is a URL, and J is a query attribute submitted to a CGI script. Name is 
the name of a query attribute, and Value is the value submitted to the server for 
the corresponding attribute. 
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3.3. Operational semantics 
We present an operational semantics for the pure LogicWeb language which 
makes precise how LogicWeb programs interact with the Web during goal evalua- 
tion, and how these interactions affect goal evaluation. 
Interactions with the Web are modelled by calls to an oracle Junction. J A Turing 
machine augmented with an oracle was used to formalise queries on the Web in 
(Mendelzon and Milo, 1997) by using the oracle to model Web data accesses. Given 
a node identifier (i.e., a URL), the oracle maps it to the node's content if the node 
existed, or to a special symbol if not. We define a similar oracle function to model 
the accessing of LogicWeb programs. 
Definition 3.1 (Oracle function). The oracle function 
download : LW ProgramlDs ~ LW Programs U {±} 
takes a LogicWeb program identifier P (of the form defined by ,~), and returns the 
program De if it is successfully created. Failure to obtain a program is represented by 
returning the symbol ±. 
Dp if the program denoted by identifier P is successfully 
download(P) = created, 
± otherwise. 
download attempts to download a HTTP response ntity and translate it into a 
LogicWeb program in the way specified in Section 2. The performance and reliabil- 
ity of the Web (e.g., as experienced by users of Web browsers) are affected by a num- 
ber of factors which are often unpredictable, and out of the user's control. These 
include network traffic and bandwidth, availability of servers, changes to informa- 
tion accessible by servers, and server host characteristics (e.g., CPU speed and mem- 
ory). For instance, the client would not receive a requested file if it has been deleted, 
or the server is busy or down at the time the request was issued. Moreover, a request 
which succeeded at one point in time may fail at another. Consequently, the result of 
download is unpredictable: two calls to download with the same arguments, but at dif- 
ferent times, can return different results. 
download's interaction with the Web is slightly different depending on whether its 
program identifier invokes a HEAD, GET, or POST method, but the result is always 
a program or ±. 
A goal is evaluated with respect o the downloaded LogicWeb programs at run- 
time, and cannot proceed if any of these programs are unavailable. Also, as an eval- 
uation proceeds, the set of created LogicWeb programs may grow. To represent this 
incremental ddition of programs to the system, we introduce a function which takes 
the set of existing LogicWeb programs and maps it to a new set using download. 
1 The idea of an oracle function has its roots in oracle Turing machines (Garey and Johnson, 1979). Such 
a machine issimilar to a Turing machine but has an oracle function which it "consults" at certain states of 
its computation. The oracle function corresponds to a hypothetical subroutine computing the solution to a 
subproblem. 
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Definition 3.2 (Addition of Logic Web programs). Let g~ denote powerset. The function 
add_programs: ~(LW Programs) × ~o(LW ProgramlDs) --+ g~(LW Programs) 
takes a set S of programs and a set I of program identifiers and returns a new set 
add_programs(S, I) consisting of S augmented with newly created programs men- 
tioned in I but previously not in S: 
add_programs(S,I) = S U {Dp ] P C (I \ ids(S)), 
Dp = download(P), De ¢±}, 
where ids(S) is the set of identifiers of the programs in S. 
The above definition of add_programs captures the following points about the se- 
mantics of a LogicWeb goal discussed in Section 3.1: 
1. If a program required by a LogicWeb goal evaluation does not exist locally (i.e., is 
not in S), then an attempt is made to download and create the program. 
2. Existing programs are not replaced, add_programs i  a monotonically increasing 
function. Programs mentioned in I which are already in S are not downloaded 
again. This implies that if all the programs mentioned in I are already in S then 
no HTTP requests are made, thereby avoiding potential HTTP request failures. 
3. A LogicWeb goal which previously failed may succeed when called at a later time. 
The reason is that download represents download failure as ± which means that 
the associated program ID is not recorded. Thus, download can be invoked with 
that program identifier again, which may result in a program being added to 
the existing set. This in turn may permit the goal to succeed. 
We assume that there is no limit to local storage space for downloaded LogicWeb 
programs, although the implementation of the LogicWeb system described in Sec- 
tion 6 imposes a practical imit. 
To specify the computation model, we define a derivation relation involving the 
set of LogicWeb programs created uring the derivation. 
Definition 3.3 (Derivation relation). For any goal formula G and program expression 
E, we denote by S, E k s' G the fact that there exists a top-down derivation of G in E 
starting with the set S of existing LogicWeb programs and ending with computed 
answer substitution 0 and created program set S'. A top-down derivation or proof of 
G in E starting with S and ending with S ~ and 0 is a tree such that: 
1. the root node (bottom node) is labelled by the string "S, E k s' G"; 
2. the internal nodes are derived according to the set of inference rules given below: 
and 
3. all the leaves of the tree are either empty or labelled by a string of the form 
~'A :- GEP".  
The difference between S and S', S'\  S, is the set of LogicWeb programs created ur- 
ing the derivation of G. k s is defined to be the smallest relation satisfying the infer- 
ence rules below. If S, E ~_s' G, then the goal G succeeded when evaluated in E using 
S. Otherwise, the goal G failed when evaluated in E using S. 
A context is defined for each node in a top-down derivation whose label is of the 
lbrm S, E k s' G. 
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Definition 3.4 (Context of  a goal). Given the node label S, E F- 0 G , E is the context 
(of  G). 
Current context refers to the context of a goal for the derivation ode currently 
being considered. 
In the rules, we use P to denote single program identifiers of the form .~, and E 
and F to denote program expressions of the form • as defined in Section 3.2. L(j i 
denotes a list of the form S¢ ,  e denotes the empty (identity) substitution. 
3.3.1. Pure prolog 
We first present he rules which define derivation in pure Prolog, but extended to 
take into account he creation of LogicWeb programs: 
True." 
S, E t -s true (1) 
t rue  is always derivable in any program expression E without any change to the set 
of created programs. 
Conjunction: 
s' F -s'' G' O S, E F- o G A S',E ; 
S, E t -s't G' (2) 6' G, 
To derive a non-empty conjunction, derive each conjunct in turn. The proof of the 
second conjunct proceeds with the answer substitution 0 and the set of programs S' 
computed by the proof of the first. 
Atomic formula." 
S,E k s' (H :- G) A i' = mgu(A,HO) A S'.E k s't ,~ G@ (3) 
S, E k s" o~,.~ A 
Obtaining clauses from E can involve the creation of new programs due to the LW- 
encapsulation operation (see rule 9), and so, S is changed to S'. The proof of the 
body starts with the computed program set S', and returns the new set S" and the 
answer substitution c~. 
Obtaining clauses J?om a single program." 
A : -GEP  
S,P b s (A :- G) (4) 
The answer substitution is e, and there is no change to S. 
3.3.2. Clauses from L W-compositions 
The rules below determine how clauses are chosen from LW-compositions. Except 
for LW-reduce, the rules are similar to those described in (Brogi et al., 1994b), with 
the main difference being the creation of LogicWeb programs. 
L W-union: 
S t 
S, Eb  o (A :- G) (5) 
S ,E+Fk  s' (A :- G) 
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s ~ S,F ~-o (A :- G) (6) 
s, (A :- G) S, E + F ~-0 
A clause is chosen from a LW-union E + F by choosing a clause from either E or F. 
L W-in tersection." 
S r S" S,E~-o, (HI :-GI) A S',FF-02 (H2 :-G2) A )'=mgu(H,O,,H202) 
S,E * F F -s" (Hi :-G1 G2) (7) 0t 027 
A clause H : - G is obtained from the LW-intersection E • F if there exists a clause 
Ht :- G~ in E and a clause//2 :- G2 in F such that H unifies with HI and Hz, and 
G=(Gt, G2). This rule utilises a left-to-right ordering in choosing clauses from 
E • F. Rules are first chosen from E returning S', and then, S' is used when selecting 
clauses from F ending up with S". 
L W-restriction: 
S ~ S,E F- o (A :- G) A pred(A) ~ preds(P) (8) 
S,E/P F -s' (A :- G) 
pred(A) is the predicate symbol (i.e. functor/arity) of an atom A, and preds(P) is the 
set of predicate symbols defined by program P. A clause is obtained from E restricted 
by P by choosing a clause from E and checking that it has not been defined in P. 
L W-encapsulation: 
S, E ~_s' A 
s' (9) S, BE ~-0 A :- t rue  
The encapsulation of E is the set of clauses formed from the atoms provable from E, 
i.e. a clause A : - t rue  belongs to BE if A is provable in E. Since LogicWeb programs 
may be created in the proof of A, a new program set S' is computed starting with S. 
L W-reduce." The operational meaning of LW-reduce is given in terms of the above 
binary operators ince it is a simplified notation for applying a binary operator be- 
tween the program expressions in a list. LW-reduce is defined as: 
(G)<> [] = empty program with no clause (eq. 1) 
(®)<> [El = E (eq. 2) 
(~)<> [E1,EZIEs]=(®)<> [E I~EZIEs]  (eq. 3) 
where O is "+" or "*",  and 
(/) <> (E, I]) = E (eq. 4) 
(/) <> (E, IPIPs]) = (/) <> I(E/P) IPs] (eq. 5) 
(/) <>L, where L is a non-empty list, is defined by replacing ® with " / "  in (eq. 2) 
and (eq. 3). Note that the above definitions define left-to-right reductions. For asso- 
ciative operators O, a right-to-left reduction can be similarly defined, but with no dif- 
ference in the reduction result. 
3.3.3. Context switching. 
In defining the rule for context switching, we shall make use of the function 
expids : ProgramExpressions ~ ~J(LW ProgramlDs) 
to refer to the program identifiers within a program expression, expids is defined re- 
cursively based on the syntax of program expressions: 
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expids(P) = {P} 
expids(E, + E2) = expids(El ) U expids(E2) 
expids(Ez * E2) = expids(E~ ) U expids(E2) 
expids(E / P) = expids(E) U expids(P) 
expids( ¢E) = expids( E) 
expids( (/) <>(E,L(,~))) = expids(E) U expids(L6~)) 
expids( ( @ ) <>L(~)) = expids( L( ~ )) 
expii~(L(~>) : U expids(E) 
EEL~ ,< I
In the above, we have used E to represent list membership, and a L(~) is a L(~ i from 
the EBNF definition in Section 3.2. 
We also define the function: 
insertCC : ProgramExpressions x ProgramExpressions ---+ ProgramExpressions 
which substitutes every occurrence of the operator "(#)" in a program expression 
(the first argument) with the current context (the second argument): 
insertCC((#), C) - C 
insertCC(P, C) = P 
insertCC(E~ + E2, C) = insertCC(E~, C) + insertCC(E2, C) 
insertCC(El * E2, C) = insertCC(E,, C) * insertCC(E2, C) 
msertCC(E / P, C) - insertCC(E, C) / insertCC(P, C) 
insertCC(@E, C) = ~insertCC(E, C) 
insertCC((/) <>(E, L(~)), C) : (/) <>(insertCC(E, C), insertCC(L(,~), C)) 
msertCC(( @ ) <>L(4)) : ( @ ) <>insertCC(L(~,), C) 
msertCC(L(a), C) : [insertCC(E, C) I E E L(a)] 
Operator # > (Context switching)." The rule defining context switching is the fol- 
lowing: 
X" C_ ids(F") A Y'". F' [-}~' G 
S, EF-S' F # > G (10) 
where F'" = add_programs(S, F"), F" -- expids(F') and F' = insertCC(F, E). 
The rule states that the goal F # > G is provable in E starting with the program 
set S if the goal G is provable in F' starting with the updated program set F"  which 
contains all the programs mentioned in F'  (and hence, in F). 
The condition F" c ids(F") captures the semantics of goal evaluation in LW- 
compositions discussed in Section 3.1.3. It requires that all the programs mentioned 
in F be downloaded before goal evaluation can continue. Whenever a program men- 
tioned in a composition is not available, the LogicWeb goal fails since the condition 
is not satisfied. 
3.3.4. An example top-down derivation 
Consider two LogicWeb programs with identifiers M and N. M contains the clauses: 
p(x) :- q(x). 
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r i -  b .  
N conta ins :  
r :-- W.  
q(a) :-true. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of how the rules are used to prove the goal 
( M + N ) # >p (a) posed to a program p. First, rule (10) is used to switch from program 
p to the LW-union. Then, assuming that M and N are successfully created, rule (3) is 
used resulting in two branches. In the left branch, rules (5) and (4) are used to re- 
trieve a clause from the LW-union. The head of the clause unifies with the goal 
p (a) with the substitution of x by a, denoted by { x /a  }. In the right branch, the sub- 
goal q ( a ), resulting from applying < x /a  } to q ( x ), is proven using the clause from N 
using the rules (3), (6), (4), and (1). 
3.4. Relationship of operational semantics to declarative semantics 
The language in Brogi et al. (1994b) has a fixpoint semantics which is sound and 
complete with respect o its operational semantics. This result can be applied to a 
class of LogicWeb programs called restricted Logic Web programs. A restricted Log- 
icWeb program is a pure LogicWeb program which does not use the context oper- 
ator, and only uses ground LogicWeb program identifiers in LogicWeb goals. 
Such a program can be syntactically translated into a program in the language of 
Brogi et al. (1994b) by expanding expressions which use LW-reduce, replacing each 
occurrence of "#>" by "in", and replacing the LW-composition operators with their 
counterparts in Brogi et al. (1994b). Thus, a fixpoint semantics can be defined for a 
restricted LogicWeb program which corresponds to the fixpoint semantics of that 
program's translation. Also, if a goal evaluation using the operational semantics 
of Section 3.3 succeeds, then a corresponding goal derivation in the program's trans- 
lation can be constructed using the rules in Brogi et al. (1994b). Taken together, 
these two points imply the soundness of restricted LogicWeb programs. 
On the other hand, logical completeness u ing the above operational semantics i
not generally attainable with LogicWeb programs. The reason being that a Logic- 
Web program has an open, or interactive, nature which contrasts with a closed set 
of logical axioms whose declarative meaning is dependent only on the form of its for- 
mulae. The success or failure of a goal in a LogicWeb program depends not only on 
its axioms, but also on the result of the oracle function, which is generally unpredict- 
able. Goal evaluation can succeed only if the oracle function behaves favourably to- 
wards the computation. Hence, it is possible that a goal which is true with respect to 
the declarative semantics of a set of programs is not provable because of the oracle 
function's results. Since it is generally impossible to adequately specify (e.g., using 
q(a) :- true 6 S 
(4) 
p(X) :- q(Z) 6 M {P,M,N},N ~p,M,m} q(a) :- t rue  
{P,N,N},M ~,,I, I} p(X) :- q(l) (4) {P,M,N},(M ÷ N) ~P'N'N) q(a) :- true (6) 
(5) 
{p,.,s},(. + s) ~""'") p(x) :- q(x) 
{P, . ,N}.( .  + s )v .  t''"'') t~ .  (1) 
(3) 
{P,M,N},(M * s) ~-!""") q(a) 
(3) 
{P, M, HI, (M • .) ~-~""") p¢.) { /*} 
-0o) 
' ( /o}  
Fig. 4. A derivation of the LogicWeb goal (l,I + N)# > p(a) in a program P. 
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axioms) the result of a HTTP request at a given time, the semantics of LogicWeb 
programs cannot be fully declarative. 2 
However, using the completeness result in Brogi et al. (1994b), and given a history 
of favourable Web interactions, completeness can be stated for restricted LogicWeb 
programs: if a goal is true with respect o the fixpoint semantics of a set of restricted 
LogicWeb programs, then the goal is provable when the set of restricted LogicWeb 
programs required for evaluating the goal can be successfully downloaded. 
4. Search 
4.1. Limitations o f  search engines 
The Web allows readers to browse related information with ease, but the Web is 
too large to be searched by manual browsing alone. This has led to a proliferation of 
search engines which use keywords to search indexes (e.g. Lycos, AltaVista). These 
indexes are generated by repeated off-line traversals over the Web. 
Although these engines do a good job currently, they will become increasingly less 
accurate as the size of the Web increases. For instance, it will become ver harder to 
keep the indexes up-to-date, since it may take several weeks for a new site to be dis- 
covered, or for a changed page to be revisited. Pages may also be deleted or moved, 
making their index entries incorrect for a long period. 
A related problem will be the size of the indexes, which will become unmanage- 
ably large as the Web continues to grow. 
One solution will be to limit the indexes to "important" items, such as home pages 
and corporate sites. This will give rise to search tools which are tuned for specific do- 
mains, a trend which is already occurring. 3A problem with these specialised engines 
is that several may need to be employed before a good answer is found, especially if
the search item is difficult to categorise. 
Even at the moment, search engines can return poor results if the item being 
looked for is hard to define using keywords. For instance, searching for pages con- 
taining paper citations is difficult to specify due to the variety of ways of describing a
citation. Moreover, as noted in Luke et al. (1996), keyword searches are based only 
on lexical or syntactic ontent. This means that the search results are very sensitive to 
the choice of words used in the queries. If a document is indexed on a synonym of the 
query keyword, then the document will not be retrieved. In addition, a word often 
has different meanings causing redundant information to appear in the results. 
4.2. Logic Web ]'or searching 
Searching the Web is one of the main application areas for LP. The backtracking 
behaviour of many LP languages facilitates the coding of simple depth-first searching 
of the Web (see Section 4.3). Unfortunately, backtracking alone can lead to non-ter- 
2 To add to this difficulty, since a download takes time, and the state of the Web can change during the 
download, we would have to "freeze" the Web for the duration of the download. 
3 Seeht tp : / /www.mtm.ku leuven.ac .be /Serv ices /search .html .  
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minating behaviour due to the numerous loops in the Web's topology, and the Web's 
tremendous size. Other LP features required include the ability to specify search heu- 
ristics using meta-level techniques, and to code specialised forms of search such as 
breadth-first or resource-bounded. These approaches are possible in LogicWeb be- 
cause program IDs and the text of Web pages are first class entities. 
In Section 4.3, a simple heuristic-free search tool is developed which illustrates 
many of the coding techniques for Web search applications. Section 4.4 describes 
page type hierarchies, which are a way of describing the structure of the sites being 
searched. In Section 4.5, a page type hierarchy is used to add heuristics to the search 
tool of Section 4.3. Section 4.6 discusses a bounded breadth-first search utility, and 
Section 4.7 explains how LogicWeb has been utilised alongside xisting search engines. 
4.3. Heuristic-J~ee s arch 
f ind_ct t /3  uses a list of keywords and a starting URL to look for citations. A 
typical call is: 
?- f ind_c t t  ( [ ' 'Web' '  , ' ' Log ic  P rogramming '  '] , 
' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ad '  ' , C i ta t ion)  . 
Hopefully, c i ta t  ion will be bound to a citation containing the two keywords. 
find_ctt/3 is defined as: 
f ind_c t t  (Keys, URL, C t t ) : -  
lw(get ,  URL)#>h text (Source)  , 
conta ins_c t t  (Keys, Source)  , 
ex t rac t_c t t  (Keys, Source,  Ctt) .  
f ind_c t t  (Keys, URL, Ctt) :- 
lw(get ,  URL) #)l ink(_, NxtURL)  , 
f ind_c t t (Keys ,  NxtURL ,  Ctt) . 
The first clause checks whether the text of the page at URL contains all the keywords 
by calling conta ins_c t t /2 .  If the goal succeeds, the citation is extracted from the 
page with ext rac t_c t t /3 .  
The second clause is called when the conta ins_c t t /2  goal fails. A link is chosen 
from the page, and followed by recursively calling f ind_ct t /3 .  This strategy relies 
on backtracking to return to the current page if the choice is unrewarded. 
conta ins_c t t /2  checks every key against he page by calling the built-in pred- 
icate conta ins /2  : 
conta ins_c t t (  [] ,_) . 
conta ins_c t t (  [KeyIKs] , Source)  :- 
conta ins (Source ,  Key) , 
conta ins_c t t (Ks ,  Source)  . 
The main weakness of this code is the way that f ind_c t t /3  blindly follows links 
in a depth-first manner. A link may go to the top of the same page or to a distantly 
related page at a different site. Search heuristics, such as those based on page type 
hierarchies, are needed to avoid these problems. 
4.4. Page type hierarchies 
A page type hierarchy is a way of describing a class of Web sites (e.g. academic 
department Web sites, on-line newsletters, financial information pages) using rela- 
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tionships between categories of pages. Page type hierarchies concentrate on the or- 
ganisation of semantic ontent at related Web sites instead of on the textual infor- 
mation at any given site. The benefit of this approach is that a hierarchy can be 
used as a general purpose "map" of any site which falls into the class that the hier- 
archy represents. 
For instance, our study of computing department Web sites suggested that they 
usually contain pages of departmental information, research details, projects, project 
members, and researchers. These page types can be labelled as d ept ,  reseat  c h, 
p ro jec t ,  p ro j  members and researcher .  Also, these types are related in a fairly 
standard way: adept  page is at the top of the departmental Web site, with the suc- 
cessive page types further down through the site hierarchy. One page is further down 
the hierarchy than another page if the chain of hypertext links from the starting page 
to that page is longer. 
The ordering of the page types can be captured with composed_of~2 : 
composed_of (dept ,  research)  . 
composed_of ( research ,  p ro jec t )  . 
composed_of  (pro ject ,  p ro j _members )  . 
composed o f (pro j _members ,  researcher )  . 
composed_of /2  defines a general relationship, which will not hold in all cases. 
However, it is still a useful sketch of the typical hierarchy of a computing depart- 
ment's Web site. It can be drawn as in Fig. 5. 
One subtlety of Fig. 5 is that the lines joining the page types (which correspond to 
a composed_of~2 fact) will not usually map to a single hypertext link. For example, 
several ink dereferences may be required to get from a department page to a re- 
search page. 
Other hierarchies can be developed, which emphasize different aspects of the site, 
such as: 
composed_of (X ,  Y) :- 
has_par t (X ,  Y). 
composed_of (X ,  Z) :- 
has  par t (X ,  Y) , composed_of (Y ,  Z) . 
Fig. 5. A computing department page type hierarchy. 
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has_par t  ( sec t ion(prog_ langs)  , g roup  (dec l _ langs) )  . 
has  par t (group(dec l _ langs) ,  p ro jec t  (mercury) )  . 
has_par t  (group (dec l _ langs)  , p ro jec t  ( lygon) ) . 
has_par t  ( sec t ion  (pr og_ langs)  , p ro jec t  ( ip_ techn iques)  ) . 
The page types are the terms section/l, group/l, and project/l, which are 
parameterized with the section, group, or project names. 
4.5. Heuristic-guided search 
f ind_c  t t /3  of  Section 4.3 can now be rephrased to use a page type hierarchy for 
CS department sites, as well as some other heuristics. A query is formulated as be- 
fore: 
?- f ind_c t t2 (  [ '  'Web' ' ,  ' 'Logic  P rogramming ' ' ]  , 
' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au / -ad ' ' ,  C i ta t ion)  . 
The new parts of f ind_c t t2 /3  are commented: 
f ind  c t t2 (Keys ,  URL, C t t ) : -  
l i ke ly_page  (URL) , % *new* 
lw(get ,  URL) #)h_text (Source) , 
conta ins_c t t  (Keys, Source)  , 
ex t rac t_c t t  (Keys, Source,  Ctt) . 
f ind_c t t2 (Keys ,  URL, Ctt) :- 
lw(get ,  URL) #)l ink(_, NxtURL) ,  
ex tens ion_o f  (NxtURL,  URL) , % *new* 
pt_ re la ted(URL ,  NxtURL)  , % *new* 
f ind_c t t2 (Keys ,  NxtURL ,  Ctt) . 
The first clause uses likely_page/l to test whether the page belongs to a page 
type which is likely to contain a citation. For example, a researcher  page is very 
likely to hold a citation, l i ke ly_page/X 's  definition is: 
l i ke ly_page  (URL) : - 
lw(get ,  URL) #)page_type (PT) , 
is c t t _pt  (PT) . 
i s _c t t _pt /1  checks if the page type PT is one that might contain a citation. The 
page_type/1  goal may be evaluated against an actual predicate in the program, or 
be answered by resorting to an examination of  keywords in the page's text or URL. 
The second clause of  f ind_c t t i /3  employs a simple syntactic check in 
extens ion_o f /2  to determine if NxtURL has an address derived from 
URL. For instance, ht tp  : / /www.  cs  .mu.  oz .  au /~ad/paper  s .h tml  extends 
ht tp  : / /www.  cs  .mu.  oz .  au /~ad.  Also, pt_ re la ted /2  orders the two pages by 
comparing their page types to decide if the page type of NxtURL is nearer to the r e -  
sear  cher  pages where citations are most likely to be located. 
pt_ re la ted(URL ,  NxtURL)  : -  
lw(get ,  URL) #)page_type (PT) , 
lw(get ,  NxtURL)  #>page_type (NPT) , 
composed_of (PT ,  NPT) . 
composed_of /2  accesses a page type hierarchy like the ones described in Sec- 
tion 4.4. However, it will be more complex due to the need to accept pages which 
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are not of an interesting kind but may lead to an interesting page type. In addition, 
composed o f /2  must recognise "bad" page types so that poor search paths can be 
eliminated. For instance, subtrees related to course content can be ignored when 
looking for citations. 
4.6. Resource-bounded breadth-first earch 
The following bounded breadth-first search program shows how other types of 
search strategies can be readily encoded in LogicWeb. This code will also be used 
as a basis for talking about search accuracy, and how the unpredictable nature of 
the Web can be accommodated. 
The top-level query is: 
2- co l lec t ( [ ' 'h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~ad ''] , 
[' ' logic' ' ,  ' 'AI'', ' 'Web''] , 3, 20, [] , Ps) . 
The first argument is a list of starting addresses. Each page will be scored using a 
scot  e_page/Z  predicate which utilises the keywords in the second list. I f  a score 
greater than 3 (the third argument value) is obtained, then the page's links are col- 
lected and subsequently searched. All the collected pages are stored in a list which is 
eventually returned in ps. The search stops when 20 suitable pages (the fourth argu- 
ment value) have been found, or there are no more URLs to explore. 
co l lect /6  is defined as: 
col lect  (_, _, _, Max, Ps, Ps) :- % got enough addresses 
length(Ps,  Len) , Len>=Max.  
col lect([]  . . . . . . .  Ps, Ps). % no more URLs to examine 
col lect(  [URLIToVisit]  , Keys, PSeore, Max, Ps, FPs) :- 
lw (get, URL) #>h_text (Text) , 
score_page(Keys ,  Text, Score) , 
act_score(Score ,  URL, ToVis i t ,  Keys, PScore, Max, Ps, FPs) . 
co l lec t /6  can terminate ither when Max pages have been collected or when the 
URLs in the ToV is i t  list have been exhausted. Otherwise, score_page/3  is used 
to get a score for the page, which is acted upon by ac t_score /8"  
act_score(Score ,  CurrURL, ToVis i t ,  Keys, PScore, Max, Ps, FPs) :- 
Score >PScore, 
setof(URL,  [Label] ~lw(get, CurrURL)#) l ink(Label ,  URL) , 
URLs) , % get l inks 
append(ToVis i t ,  URLs, ToVis i t l )  , % store 
col lect  (ToVisit l ,  Keys, PScore, Max, [URLIPs], FPs). 
act_score(Score ,  _, ToVis i t ,  Keys, PScore, Max, Ps, FPs) :- 
Score-(  PScore, 
col lect  (ToVisit, Keys, PScore, Max, Ps, FPs). 
act_score /8  actions depend on whether the page score is higher than the pass 
score (pScore).  I f  it is higher then the page's links are appended to the end of the 
ToV is i t  list and the collection process continues. By appending to the end, a 
breadth-first search is maintained. Of course, if the append/3  call was: 
append(URLs,  ToVis i t ,  ToVis i t l )  
then a depth-first search would be carried out. 
The second clause of ac t_score /8  discards the page since its score is too low, 
and then continues with the collection. 
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co l lec t /6  illustrates how various search strategies can be easily programmed 
because program IDs and the text of Web pages are first class entities. 
The accuracy of the search can be increased by utilising structured information in 
the visited pages. For instance, if we assume that Web pages generally contain 
in t  e r e s t s / 1, r e la te  d /2 ,  and the other predicates in the Section 2 example, then 
the search performance can be improved. 
For example, a new score predicate could utilise in t  er eat  ed in /1  : 
score_ur l (Keys ,  URL, Score)  :- 
se to f (K ,  (member  (K, Keys)  , lw(get ,  URL)#) in teres ted_ in (K) )  , 
Ks)  , 
l ength(Ks ,  Score) .  
The score is the number of keywords of interest o the page author. 
Another extension would be to add the URLs in use fu l _pages /2  to the 
ToV is i t  list if they were related to any of the search keys. 
When a page cannot be downloaded (e.g., when the server is down), the "#>" goal 
in the third clause of co l lec t /6  will fail. This can be avoided by replacing the goal 
with: 
pgm_text  (URL, Text  ) 
which is defined as: 
pgm_text  (URL, Text ) : -  
lw(get ,  URL)#)h_ text  (Text) , [ . 
pgm_text ( _ ,  ~ '') . 
A slightly more sophisticated version could cater for page retrieval failure by try- 
ing to retrieve the page from a mirror site: 
pgm_text  (URL, _, Text ) : -  
lw(get ,  URL)#)h_ text  (Text) , !. 
pgm_text  (_, M i r ro rURL ,  Text)  :- 
lw(get ,  M i r ro rURL)#)h  text (Text )  , ! . 
pgm_text (  . . . .  ~' '') . 
This illustrates how LP non-determinism can reflect the non-deterministic nature of 
the Web. The non-deterministic nature of the Web is also recognised in Connor 
(1996). 
4. 7. Logic Web and existing search engines 
When the Lycos search engine is given an author's name and paper title as search 
keywords, it will often find the HTML version of the paper if it exists. However, 
when there are only citations to be found, Lycos commonly fails to return a match 
in its first ten suggestions. In one experiment we carried out, 6 out of 15 search que- 
ries posed returned the required citation in the first ten hits. An important factor is if 
the author's name and/or paper title contain uncommon phrases. 
In the CIFI system (Loke et ah, 1996a; Han et al., 1997), a range of engines are 
used to find good starting points for a search for a citation based on LogicWeb rules. 
Such starting points include the author's home page and the author's departmental 
home page. These pages are easy to define using keywords, and are likely to be 
among the first few answers returned by conventional search engines. In addition, 
CIF! employs everal search engines that are specialised for computer science infor- 
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mation (e.g. the New Zealand Digital Library, and the computer science bibliogra- 
phy collections at the University of Karlsruhe). 
Once a starting point has been determined, a LogicWeb search program takes 
over to browse through the pages beneath it. A heuristic-free search would almost 
certainly go into an infinite loop, or head off to an unrelated site. Instead, LogicWeb 
uses a variety of search heuristics. Some use predicates like 3_ink/2 and r e la t  ed/2 
described in Section 2. CIFI also uses a page type hierarchy for a standard comput- 
ing department Web site to guide its search. 
One advantage of using a combination of search engines and browsing is its resil- 
ience to change in the Web, since the URLs of home pages and departmental pages 
rarely change and are readily available through the conventional search engines. 
Also, the LogicWeb search component can cope with changes to pages so long as 
the underlying structure of the site is not altered too drastically. Combining several 
engines is necessary since no one engine contains all the useful citation information. 
An early version of CIFI (Loke et al., 1996a) found 20 citations for 30 different 
queries, and a more recent implementation (Han et al., 1997) discovered 24. The im- 
provement is due to the addition of extra starting points, and the use of more exten- 
sive bibliographic databases and the Ahoy! search engine. Ahoy! outperforms other 
search tools, such as Lycos and AltaVista, at finding home pages and departmental 
publication pages. 
5. Lightweight deductive databases 
LogicWeb allows databases to be constructed as a collection of Web pages distrib- 
uted over several Internet hosts. We call such databases lightweight deductive data- 
bases. Each database is represented by a LogicWeb program with clauses 
categorised according to three main roles: base relations, relations derived using 
rules from base relations, and rules to process queries. 
This approach as a number of advantages, the main one being that it offers a way 
of adding structured information to the Web. Such information can be searched, 
combined, and extracted using familiar techniques from deductive databases. Also, 
LogicWeb databases can be reused in various ways by the application of LW-com- 
position operators, although the interfaces of the databases must be carefully de- 
signed. These databases are lightweight in the sense that they lack the 
functionality of full database systems, such as transaction processing, and query op- 
timisation. 
In Section 5.1, we develop a simple set of lightweight deductive databases for re- 
search interests. This code is modified in Section 5.2 to be more distributed without 
requiring major changes to the query mechanism. In Section 5.3, we discuss how 
LW-composition operators can improve the reusability of the code. Section 5.4 con- 
siders an important category of Web databases: those which cannot be downloaded 
over the Web, but can be queried on their servers. 
The examples will assume that the databases are coded explicitly as facts and rules 
in the (lw_code>...</lw_code> section of the Web pages. This may be seen as a dis- 
advantage since it requires coding by the page authors. An alternative strategy is to 
include the information in a more informal manner, for example by using HTML 
tables and new tags. The database information could then be extracted using a sep- 
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arate parsing program written especially for the task. Another approach is to use do- 
main-specific syntactic sugar to define a language for encoding special-purpose data- 
bases and queries. Such a language can be parsed into LogicWeb code, or meta- 
programming can be employed to build an interpreter for the language. Our view 
is that LogicWeb syntax is sufficiently expressive, and is well-suited for data model- 
ling and querying. It possesses a simple syntax for rules, and complex data structures 
can be systematically constructed from basic data types. Query processing can draw 
upon all the features of Prolog, if required. 
5.1. Finding research interests 
We imagine that institutions store details of their academic nterests in lightweight 
deductive databases. Each database contains facts of the form: 
r s_ in ts  (name (First ,  Last)  , net_ in fo  (Login, HomePageURL)  , 
[Interest,...] ) . 
For instance, the database at the University of Melbourne might be: 
% research  in fo rmat ion  at Uni.  Melb.  
my_ id (get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au / r i .h tml ' ' )  . 
r s_ in ts (name(seng,  loke) ,  
net_ in fo  ( ' ' sw loke@cs .mu,  oz. au' ' , 
' 'http : / /www. cs .mu.oz ,  au /~swloke '  ' ) , 
[ ' I Log ic  P rogramming ' ' ,  l IA I ' ' ,  i 'Web' ' ,  ' 'OOP ' ' ] ) .  
The database at Imperial College in London might be: 
% research  in fo rmat ion  at Imper ia l .  
my_ id (get ,  j ' h t tp : / /www.doc . i c .ac .uk / r i .h tml ' ' )  . 
r s_ in ts (name(ke i th ,  c lark)  , 
net_ in fo ( ' ' k l c@doc . i c .ac .uk ' ' ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www- lp .doc . i c .ac .uk /  
~klc ' ' ) , 
[ ' ' Log ic  P rogramming ' ' ,  ' 'Agents '  '] ) . 
In addition, we  assume a central database at h t tp : / /www,  r es. in fo / r in -  
fo .html which lists the URLs of all the institute databases. It contains facts of 
the form: 
i ns t i tu te  ( Ins t i tu teName,  URL) . 
Thus, it might hold: 
% ins t i tu te  info database  
my_ id (get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo / r in fo .h tml ' ' )  . 
ins t i tu te ( ' 'Me lbourne ' ' ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au / r i .h tml ' ' )  . 
ins t i tu te ( ' ' Imper ia l ' ' ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.doc . i c .ac .uk / r i .h tml '  ') . 
An acad_ in t  e r e st /2 predicate to find someone interested in a given topic can 
be expressed as: 
acad_ in teres t (Top ic ,  Name) :- 
lw(get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo / r in fo .h tml ' ' )#)  
ins t i tu te (_ ,  URL) , 
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lw(get ,  URL)#)rs_ in ts  (Name,  _,  In te res ts )  , 
member  (Top ic ,  In te res ts )  . 
The rule chooses an institution, and uses its URL to obtain the research interests 
of someone. I f  the specified topic is one of the person's interests then his/her name is 
returned, otherwise backtracking will take place to look for other individuals, either 
at the same institution or elsewhere. 
A problem with this code is that it will eventually load every institute database 
onto the client. Fortunately, there are LogicWeb built-in predicates to discard pro- 
grams, so that memory usage can be kept under control. 
The following c ont ac t  s /2  predicate returns the login IDs of all the people at a 
given institution: 
contacts ( Ins t i tu te ,  Ls ) : -  
lw(get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo / r in fo .h tml ' ' )#> 
ins t i tu te  ( Ins t i tu t  e, URL)  , 
se to f (Log in ,  [N, U, I] ~ lw(get ,  URL)#> 
rs in ts (N ,  net_ in fo (Log in ,  U) , I) , Ls) . 
5.2. A more distributed version 
The institute databases can be subdivided so that the home page of each academic 
contains their research details. This has the advantage that the information can be 
maintained by the academics themselves. 
The structure of the central database does not change, but each institute's data- 
base now contains facts of the form: 
researcher (URL) .  
For instance, the database for the University of Melbourne becomes: 
% research  i n fo rmat ion  at Un i .  Me lb .  
my_ id (get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au / r i .h tml ' ' )  . 
researcher  (' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au / ' l eon  '') . 
researcher  ( ' 'h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au / ' sw loke  ' ') . 
Each academic will now have a database in their home page which may contain a 
range of information in addition to their research interests. However, care must be 
taken that the old research details interface is maintained. For instance, Seng Wai 
Loke's home page may hold: 
% research  in fo rmat ion  for  SengWai  Loke .  
my_ id (get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.cs .mu.oz .au /~swloke  '') . 
r s_ in ts (name(F ,  L) , net_ in fo (Log in ,  URL)  , In te res ts )  :- 
name(F ,  L) , l og in (Log in )  , 
my_ id (_ ,  URL)  , in te res ts ( In teres ts )  . 
name (seng,  loke)  . 
l og in ( ' ' sw loke@cs .mu.oz .au ' ' )  . 
i n te res ts (  [ ' ' Log ic  P rogramming '  ', ' 'A I ' ' ,  ' 'Web '  ', ' 'OOP ' ' ]  ) . 
The increased istribution of information will have little effect on the predicates of 
the previous section. For example, acad_ in teres t /2  would change to: 
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acad_ in teres t (Top ic ,  Name) : -  
lw(get, ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo / r in fo .h tml ' ' )#) ins t i tu te (_ ,  
URL), 
lw(get, URL)#>researcher(RURL) ,  % *new* 
lw(get, RURL)#)rs_ ints(Name,  _, Interests) ,  
member(Top ic ,  Interests) .  
The extralevel of distribution is reflected in the extra LogicWeb goal. 
5.3. Reusability using L W-composition operators 
A drawback of acad_interest/2 is that it contains the chain of URLs which 
need to be followed to find researcher information. This means that any changes 
to the chain requires a change to acad_ in t  er es t /2 ,  as occurred in the last section. 
acad_ in teres t /2  would be more reusable if it did not contain this chaining in- 
formation. For instance, assume the existence o f  the program: 
my_id(get ,  ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo /acad i .h tml ' ' )  . 
acad_ in teres t (Top ic ,  Name) :- 
rs ints(Name, _, Interests)  , 
member (Topic, Interests)  . 
How can this be used, since it makes no reference to the programs where r s_ in t  s /3  
is defined? The answer is to combine acad i .h tml  with the relevant programs by 
using LW-union. 
For example, the program IDs for researchers from the University of Melbourne 
can be collected using: 
melb_peop le  (RUs) :- 
lw(get, ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo / r in fo .h tml ' ' )#> 
ins t i tu te ( ' 'Me lbourne ' ' ,  URL), 
setof (@( lw(get ,  RURL)) , lw(get, URL)#>researcher(RURL) ,  RUs) . 
The Melbourne researchers interested in logic programming can then be expressed 
as: 
?- me lb_peop le  (RUs) , 
(+)(>[lw(get, ' ' h t tp : / /www.res . in fo /acad i .h tml ' ' )  IRUs]#} 
acad_ interest ( '  'Logic Programming' ' ,  Name) . 
LW-reduction with LW-union creates a clause-wise union of the programs in the list, 
and so acad_ in teres t /2  will utilise the rs_ in ts /3  atoms derived from the pro- 
grams of the Melbourne researchers. The encapsulation operator in me lb p e op le /  
? is necessary to prevent interference by clauses from different researcher programs 
in the union. Without encapsulating each of the researcher programs, the subgoal 
r s_ in ts /3  evaluated in the union of the researcher programs could succeed with 
name/2 from one program and in teres ts /1  from another. 
acad_ in teres t /2  can be reused for searches over other subsets of researchers 
without modification. For instance, Imperial College people interested in artificial in- 
telligence can be found using: 
i c~eop le (RUs)  :- 
lw(get, ''http://www.res.info/rinfo.html'')#> 
i ns t i tu te ( ' ' Imper ia l ' ' ,  URL) , 
seto f (@( lw(get ,  RURL)),  lw(get, URL)#>researcher(RURL) ,  RUs) . 
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?-ic_people (RUs), 
(+)0[lw(get, ' 'http://www.res. info/acadi.html' ')  IRUs]#) 
acad_interest ( ' 'AI' ' , Name) . 
The definition of acad_interest/2 above relates the name of a researcher to a 
topic of his/her interest. Other, stronger condition can be imposed between a re- 
searcher and a topic. For example, the selection may require that both the researcher 
and their supervisor be interested in a topic. 
Let us assume the existence of the following program which contains information 
about researchers with supervisors: 
my_id(get, ' 'http:/ /www.res. info/super.html' ' ) .  
supervises(name(andrew, davison), name(seng, loke)). 
and a program which defines acad_ in teres t /2  differently from that above; this 
definition states that a researcher is interested in a topic if his supervisor is: 
my_id(get, ' 'http:/ /www.res. info/acadi_super.html' ' ) .  
acad_interest (Topic, Name) :- 
rs_ ints(Supervisor ,_ ,  Interests), 
member(Topic, Interests), 
supervises (Supervisor, Name) . 
Imperial College researchers and their supervisors interested in artificial intelli- 
gence can be found using: 
?- ic_people (RUs) , 
(+)0[(lw(get, ' 'http:/ /www.res. info/acadi.html' ' )* 
lw(get, , 'http:/ /www.res. info/acadi_super.html' ' )) ,  
lw(get, ' 'http:/ /www.res. info/super.html' ' )  IRUs]#) 
acad_interest ( ' 'AI' ', Name). 
By the definition of LW,intersection (see rule (7) in Section 3.3), evaluation of the 
acad_ in teres t /2  goal leads to the evaluation of the conjunction of the bodies 
of the two clauses for acad in teres t /2 :  
(rs_ints(Name,_,  Interestsl), % f romf i rst  definit ion 
member (Topic, Interestsl) ) , 
(rs_ints(Supervisor, _, Interests2), % from second definit ion 
member (Topic, Interests2) , 
supervises (Supervisor, Name) ) . 
Note the variables which have been renamed apart and those which are shared by 
both clause bodies. 
An advantage of LW-composition operators for querying and manipulating light- 
weight deductive databases i modularity. A view on a database can be derived by 
defining constraints in a separate program and appropriately composing them with 
existing programs. 
The use of lightweight deductive databases to organise citation databases of a 
computer science department is shown in Loke et al. (1996b). 
5.4. Server-side databases 
A possible disadvantage of the LogicWeb system for database manipulation is its 
use of client-side processing, which means that a database must be downloaded be- 
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fore it can be used. This reduces the server-side load of using the database, but there 
are still many reasons why the processing might be restricted to the server-side. For 
instance, the database may be too large to be easily moved over the Web, or it may 
contain confidential information that should not be made universally available. 
Commercial reasons may mean that the database cannot be freely sharable. Also, 
having a single, central database makes issues such as transaction control and main- 
taining a consistent state easier. 
In this section, we discuss LogicWeb's mechanism for accessing such server-side 
databases. This allows LogicWeb to be utilised with existing databases (and search 
engines, as briefly discussed in Section 4.7), and to be used as a front-end to these 
facilities. 
A typical server-side database and its interface is represented in Fig. 6. A user pos- 
es a query to the database via a form on a Web page available from the database site. 
The form details are transmitted to a server-side CGI script which is named within 
the form. We shall assume that the script is located at ht  tp : / /www.  c s.  mu. o z.  au /  
cg i -b in /db-query  in the following discussion. The form details are encoded as a 
POST method using the HTTP protocol (Fielding et al., 1997). Essentially, each field 
of the form is converted into a string of the type " f ie ld -name=f ie ld -va lue" .  
These are read by the CGI script which converts them into a query suitable for 
the database. The script also converts the database answer into an appropriate 
Web format (usually a Web page) which is sent back to the client. 
In Fig. 6, the database is assumed to contain Prolog facts of the form: 
member  (Name,  Address ,  Emai l ,  Renewal -Date)  . 
For example: 
member  (name( '  'AndrewDav ison '  ') , 
address ( ' ' P r ince  of Songk laUn iv . ' ' )  , 
emai l (  ' ~ad@rat ree .psu .ac . th ' ' )  , renew(november ,  1998) )  . 
The forms interface contains four fields labelled with "Name", "Address", 
"Email", and "Renew". The fields can be filled in or left blank (to mean the value 
"none"). These field names and values are converted by the CGI script into suitable 
arguments in a goal, and applied to the database. After the database ngine has eval- 
uated the query, the script converts the results into a Web page for the user. 
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Having outlined a likely server-side database, how can LogicWeb programs inter- 
act with it? It uses the following type of goal: 
lw(post (L i s t  of F ie lds ) ,  URL  of CGI_scr ip t )#>Goa l .  
For the scenario utlined above, a possible query would be: 
lw(post  ( [ f ie ld ( ' 'Name' ' ,  ' 'none' ' )  , 
f ie ld ( '  'Address ' ' ,  ' ' P r ince  of Songk laUn iv .  '') , 
f ie ld ( '  'Emai l '  ', ' 'none' ' )  , f i e ld ( ' 'Renew'  ', ' 'none' ' )  ] ) , 
' ' h t tp : / /www.  cs.mu, oz. au /cg i -b in /db-query '  ' ) #> 
member  (Name, _, Emai l ,  renew(_ ,  1998)) . 
The lw/2 term can be viewed as a specification of the program against which the 
member/4 goal will be evaluated. In this case, the retrieved program will contain 
all the members from the Prince of Songkla University, and the goal will extract 
the name and e-mail address of someone who should renew during 1998 (through 
backtracking all the PSU people in this situation can be collected). 
This abstraction moves away from the notion of a POST message being sent to a 
server-side database, and utilises the familiar LogicWeb model of queries applied to 
retrieved programs. 
6. Implementation 
LogicWeb has been implemented using the Common Client Interface (CCI) in the 
NCSA XMosaic Browser (NCSA, 1996). A prototype implementation can be found 
at ht tp  : / /www. c s. mu. oz. au /~swloke / log icweb,  html .  
6.1. Architectural and behavioural overview 
Fig. 7 shows the general structure of the system together with the sequence of 
steps taken when a user clicks on a hypertext link. 
The LogicWeb system has two components: wwwnain and a Prolog engine. 
wwwnain is about 400 lines of C, and converts CCI output into a suitable format 
for the Prolog part. The Prolog engine is mostly written in SWI-Prolog, and is about 
1600 lines long. Most of its code is for the LogicWeb meta-interpreter, but there are 
also utilities for parsing and communicating with the Web. Some of the low-level 
and/or speed critical features (such as string matching) are coded as C functions with 
Prolog interfaces. 
When the user clicks on a link (step 1), Mosaic gets the page from the Web (steps 2 
and 3). The page's data is not displayed but passed through the CCI to WWWMain 
(step 4). On receiving the page's data, WWWMain otices that a link has been selected 
on Mosaic, and sends a "link selected" message containing the selected URL via a 
pipe to the Prolog engine (step 5). The data from Mosaic is insufficient for generating 
a LogicWeb program since it does not include the page's meta-level information. At 
this point, the Prolog engine could issue a HEAD request with the page's URL to 
retrieve the meta-level information. However, this meta-level information would 
not correspond to the page's data obtained earlier by Mosaic. For instance, the time 
of this HEAD request and the last modified ate (if the page happened to be mod- 
ified) would be different from those for the page retrieved by Mosaic. Also, the page 
received from Mosaic is not always the requested page, but may only be a redirection 
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Fig. 7. The LogicWeb system and the steps followed after a user clicks on a link. 
page (i.e., a page indicating that the requested page has moved). Hence, the Prolog 
engine issues a HTTP request o obtain the meta-level information together with the 
page's contents (steps 6 and 7). Once the page's meta-level information and contents 
are obtained, they are converted into a LogicWeb program which is stored inside the 
Prolog system for use by the LogicWeb meta-interpreter. The engine may execute a
goal with respect o the new program or simply display the page with Mosaic. To 
display the page, its HTML contents are augmented with a form for entering queries 
and stored in a temporary file (step 8), and the URL of the temporary file is sent to 
Mosaic via the CCI (step 9). A "done" message is then transmitted toWWWMain  (step 
10) signalling that the Prolog engine is ready for further work. Mosaic uses the URL 
it receives via the CCI to load and display the temporary page (step 11). 
Fig. 8 illustrates the other main form of user interaction with LogicWeb: the pro- 
cessing of a query. 
The query is input via a form (step 1) and the goal is extracted by a CGI script 
(step 2). The goal is passed to the CCI (step 3) and onto ~Main  (step 4) and finally 
to the Prolog engine (step 5). If the goal uses a program that has already been down- 
loaded (such as the current page), then the meta-interpreter immediately evaluates 
the goal and stores the answer in a temporary Web page (step 8). The URL of this 
page is sent to Mosaic via the CCI (step 9) and the page is displayed by Mosaic (step 
1 1). At the same time, the Prolog engine sends a "done" message to ~WMain to sig- 
nal its readiness for further work (step 10). 
A slightly more complicated sequence occurs if the LogicWeb goal requires a pro- 
gram that is not presently on the client-side. In that case, the corresponding page is 
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obtained from the Web (steps 6 and 7), and the program is extracted before the goal 
is evaluated. 
6.2. Module mechanism 
LogicWeb programs possess a fairly unsophisticated module mechanism, al- 
though more elaborate forms can be encoded with composition operators. For ex- 
ample, it is straightforward to implement several kinds of encapsulation and 
visibility, in a similar way to Brogi et al. (1994a). However, more work can be done 
on the module system, perhaps to bring it into line with the proposed ISO Prolog 
program standard (Hodgson, 1996). 
6.3. Built-in predicates 
For practical programming, we have extended the LogicWeb interpreter to utilise 
language features from SWI-Prolog, including cut ( ! ), se to f /3 ,  asser t / i ,  re -  
t rac t / l ,  map l i s t /3 ,  append/3, raeraber/2, and not/1. LogicWeb also has its 
own built-ins, such as conta ins /2  used earlier. 
6.4. State 
Log icWeb uses asser t  ( lw ( get, URL) , C lause  ) and r et tact  ( lw ( get, URL) , 
Clause) to update the programs tored on the client-side. State information can 
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be used to implement adaptive hypertext on the Web, as in state-based linking (Bru- 
silovsky, 1994). The first time a link is selected, information is recorded in a fact and 
the page is displayed. If the link is selected again, the information i  the fact is con- 
suited to determine a different page to display. 
The programs changed on the client-side are only copies of the original Wob pag- 
es. Thus, once the current session finishes, the state changes will be lost. This draw- 
back can be coded around by the use of files on the client-side which exist beyond the 
session. However, this still excludes applications which might want to use the orig- 
inal program's state (on the server) as a form of global data or as a communications 
link. Changing this state is complicated by security concerns: Web administra{0rs are 
reluctant to allow programs on their machines to be altered over the Internet. 
7. Related work 
As mentioned in Section 2, the Web uses a client-server communications model. 
We start by considering LP systems which are client-based (which includes the 
LogicWeb system), and then examine server-side solutions. Finally, we briefly des- 
cribe more expressive Internet-based LP systems, which utilise peer-to-peer commu- 
nications models. 
Much of the research discussed in this section is accessible over the Web. For ex- 
ample, at the 1st Int.Workshop on LP Tools for Internet Applications at 
JIC-SLP'96 (http://www.clip.dia.fi.upm.es/miscdocs/ip-internet/ 
arch ive .html )  , the Compulog-Net Meeting on LP and the Internet at Imperial 
College ( http ://www-lp. doc. ic. ac. uk/lp-inte~net/lp- internet, html ), 
the Workshop on LP and the Web at V~VW6 (http://www.cs.vu.nl/ 
~e liens/WWW6 ), and the 2nd Int.Workshop on LP Tools for Internet Applications 
at ICLP'97 (http://www.clip.dia.fi.upm.es/ipnet/pzoceedings97/ 
index.html) . 
The Compulog-Net and CLIP Group Web Pages on Internet and Web 
programming using LP and CLP  (http ://www. clip. dia. f i. upm. es/ipnet/ 
index .html) contain links to all the workshops mentioned above, and to many 
other resources on LP and the Internet. 
7.1. Client-side systems 
In general, client-side code can be more closely integrated with the browser and so 
can offer more sophisticated user interfaces than server-side solutions. Also, once cli- 
ent-side code is downloaded it does not need to communicate with the server, there- 
by avoiding networking problems that can affect server-side applications. Only the 
code which is needed for the current ask has to be downloaded and, since it is a copy 
of the original, it can be changed or combined with other code without affecting the 
original. 
A disadvantage of the client-side approach is security when running foreign code 
locally. Also, many client-side programming languages, uch as Java, are quite com- 
plex, but this problem is not so significant with LP languages. 
WebLog can refer to aspects of Web page structure (the title, links, etc.) using Da- 
talog goals that utilise the page's URL as an identifier (Lakshmanan etal., 1996). 
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However, WebLog does not treat pages as programs, and pages cannot contain ar- 
bitrary LP code, or be composed together. 
Datalog is the LP component of the D3Web system (Aldana Montes and Yagfie 
del Valle, 1997). They propose a number of new meta tag name/value pairs for Web 
pages to hold extra semantic information. The D3Web system treats these pages as 
distributed eductive databases when processing queries. As with LogicWeb, a data- 
base is derived from the analysis of a page, but most information comes from its 
meta tag information. Aldana Montes and Yagiie del Valle argue that Datalog is 
a better choice for querying databases than Prolog due to its underlying set-at-a-time 
paradigm, its efficiency due to the restrictions placed on the forms of rules and terms, 
and the incremental nature of their query evaluator. 
Datalog is used as one way of formalising the Hy + visualisation system, and its 
associated Graphlog language for writing Web queries (Hasan et al., 1995). Hy + ob- 
tains its information from Mosaic as Prolog facts in a similar way to LogicWeb: the 
URL, title, and any anchors are extracted from each retrieved ocument. However, 
the format of Hy + facts place more emphasis on whether a link has been previously 
activated, and on grouping the document's URL and title together. These structural 
variations implify the visualisation task. 
Another graph-oriented language isWG-LOG (Damiani and Tanca, 1997), but it 
utilises an object-oriented database model. WG-LOG employs chema t Web sites, 
and makes a distinction between logical and conceptual structures. 
ADOOD is an integrated active/deductive/object-oriented data model for describ- 
ing and querying distributed collections of poorly structured heterogeneous informa- 
tion (Giannotti et al, 1997). It is similar to other DOOD formalisms, uch as F-logic, 
in using attribute-value pairs to match against objects. It possesses five update oper- 
ations, including new, delete, and modify. The model uses the URL of a Web page as 
the ID of the corresponding Web object in the same way as LogicWeb, and can em- 
ploy link attributes to define search predicates. ADOOD is implemented in a frag- 
ment of LDL++, a version of Datalog extended with non-determinism and a form 
of stratified negation. 
Sandewall (1996) describes a database system composed of text files linked across 
the Web by symbolic addresses. This World Wide database (WWDB) system is cod- 
ed with an object-oriented database language, and is intended to provide data struc- 
turing alongside the standard Web. The WWDB is not integrated with a browser, 
does not use LP, and has no composition operators. 
The ISO-HTML proposal allows Prolog code to be added to Web pages by defin- 
ing new SGML definitions for those kinds of pages (Price, 1997). Price has also de- 
veloped a system which can read these pages and convert hem into logic programs. 
The translation emphasises the representation f the internal structure of a page as 
Prolog facts, whereas LogicWeb supplies programming tools for carrying this out. 
There is no notion of program composition i  Price's work. 
Prendinger (1997) describes aclient-side system for applying abductive LP reason- 
ing to Web search. Reachability relations are used to model the search engine's par- 
tial knowledge of the Web. Keywords in the page's text guide the search in a depth- 
first manner, with increasing depth bounds. 
Several LP libraries allow pages to be downloaded from the Web (Bonnet et al., 
1996; Cabeza and Hermenegildo, 1996). These packages also contain tools for pars- 
ing the text and extracting information. Cabeza nd Hermenegildo's PiLLoW library 
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is the most elaborate, and it would be possible to use it to implement a version of 
LogicWeb. This requires a novel feature of PiLLoW, the active module, which is a 
form of independent Prolog process, started at the operating system level. A PiL- 
LoW-based implementation may be a good way to make LogicWeb more portable 
than its current Mosaic-based implementation. 
Aside from the Web libraries, any Prolog system with a TCP/IP sockets library, or 
the ability to invoke a utility like telnet, can retrieve pages off the Web. 
A SICStus Prolog Netscape Plug-in has been released (ht tp : / /po t at o. c lae s. 
sc i .  eg/c l aes /p  lug in /npsp ,  html ), but the implementors have identified sever- 
al disadvantages with that approach: plug-ins can only support small applications, 
they are platform specific, and a user must download the plug-in and install it before 
use (E1-Beltagy et al., 1997). The plug-in does not support he LogicWeb page-as-a- 
program notion, nor the composition of programs. 
Java is a popular client-side programming language, and is being used with Prolog 
in various ways. A small interpreter for a subset of Prolog, called W-Prolog, has been 
written in Java (Winikoff, 1996). Amzi! Prolog has a Java class interface to its Prolog 
system (Amzi! Prolog, 1996), an approach also employed by Calejo and Sousa (1997) 
with their NanoProlog compiler, and in the JIPL system (Kino, 1997). MINERVA is 
a compiler for Prolog which generates Java byte-codes (IF Computer, 1996), and a 
similar approach is used in the jProlog addition to BinProlog (Tarau, 1996). Another 
technique is to link Java to a Prolog system through its sockets class (Ferguson, 
1996). Interestingly, he rejected this approach due to firewalt restrictions on non- 
HTTP traffic. Linda Interactor allows Prolog-to-Java nd Java-to-Prolog bidirec- 
tional communication over the net (Tarau, 1997). 
There are many advantages to interfacing Prolog to Java: obtaining access to its 
extensive class libraries, making use of Java's close integration with the browser, and 
Java's portability. Recent additions to Java, such as remote method invocation, 
Sun's JavaSpaces, and the Java Beans programming model, give Prolog programs 
access to forms of network programming beyond the client/server model (see Sec- 
tion 7.3). 
A drawback with using Java is its restrictive security features, as implemented in
popular browsers uch as Netscape Navigator 3.0. For example, it is quite difficult 
for applets to store information between sessions ince disk reads and writes are pro- 
hibited. Also, Java does not normally allow applets to download pages from arbi- 
trary Web sites. However, there are ways around these problems, including the 
use of server-side databases and proxy servers. These issues are also addressed in 
newer versions of the Java Development Kit, with the introduction of digital signa- 
tures and more flexible security policies. 
ALP  slant on security is provided in Seamons et al. (1997) which discusses how 
Prolog can be used to encode digital credential acceptance policies and their authen- 
tication logic. Prolog is shown to be well suited for mapping the logical relationships 
in a policy to executable code. This mapping can be readily searched for credential 
combinations, and it is easier to find problems with the policies. 
Another issue is performance. For example, Calejo and Sousa (1997) report a 
modest performance reduction when running their NanoProlog system via native 
methods from Java classes. But this becomes more significant (a 20-25% slow down) 
for intensive Prolog I/O which relies heavily on Java streams. It is likely that these 
speed problems will be resolved as more sophisticated Java/LP systems appear. 
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A third issue is the mismatch between the Java programming model (imperative/ 
object-oriented) and LP. This occurs in all multi-paradigm approaches; for example, 
how should traditional control flow be combined with non-determinism, and how is 
destructive assignment reconciled with logical variables? 
7.2. Server-side systems 
In general, server-side software is ideal for controlling resources such as databases 
which cannot be sent over the Web for various reasons. Also, having all users com- 
municate with a central location makes it easier to program applications with more 
complex communication requirements, such as chat systems or market places. 
Server-side solutions may suffer from network load problems, and from excess 
load on the server, which must handle all user activities. 
As mentioned earlier, CGI is a popular server-side programming interface, which 
allows information from Web forms to be passed to programs. There are many li- 
braries which enable Prolog programs to process information from CGI input, 
and generate suitable replies (typically, new Web pages) (Amzi! Prolog, 1996; Cabeza 
et al., 1996; Cabeza and Hermenegildo, 1996; Carpenter, 1996; IF Computer, 1996; 
LPA, 1997; Naish, 1995). The basic idea is captured by Fig. 9. 
Examples include: WebLS, a tool for building help systems (Sehmi and Kroening, 
1996), Bob Carpenter's theorem prover (http : / /macduff. andr ew. cmu. edu/ 
cgparser / ) ,  and Lee Naish's ICLP'97 submissions form (http ://www. cs.mu. 
oz .au /~ lee / i c lp97/submi t reg .h tml ) .  An extensive set of CGI Prolog tools 
were written for the organization of the program committee work in ILPS'97 (Nils- 
son, 1997). These include facilities for helping the PC chair and submission review- 
ers. 
In Fig. 9, the CGI script is newly invoked for each query from a client, which can 
be a problem if the script has to load very large support software. Much of this over- 
head should be avoidable by using shared ynamically inked libraries, and utilising 
compilers which generate fast object code and small executables. Also, it is far from 
clear whether the poor performance of a particular Prolog CGI script is due to its 
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Fig. 9. Using prolog CGI scripts. 
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coding in Prolog, or because of network and machine overheads, and/or the slowness 
of CGI. 
A related issue is that the client-server model allows a server to process everal cli- 
ents concurrently, which implies that several invocations of the same script may need 
to be running simultaneously. This may not be practical because of the size of the 
system, and also makes changes to shared resources more complicated. 
Another server-side solution is to separate query processing into two parts: a 
light-weight CGI script which acts as an interface to a separate heavy-weight task 
process. A key feature of the task process is that it is continually running, and so 
only needs to be loaded once. In the context of LP, this process might be a Prolog 
system or logic database. The invoked CGI interface scripts communicate with the 
task process by using sockets. The overall approach is shown in Fig. 10. 
The Announce system uses this technique to implement i s electronic alendar of 
events (Lfittringhaus-Kappel and Schulz, 1996). The task process is coded in 
ECLiPSe. 
This approach is also used in the EMRM knowledge base of medical records, but 
it utilises the OR-parallel Aurora system to process multiple queries at once (Szeredi 
et al., 1996). 
Don Ferguson has implemented a financial database access ystem using Quintus 
Prolog and its TCP library (see ht  tp : / /edgar  s c an. t c. pw. com/). The user inter- 
face is a Java applet which communicates with the CGI interface script. 
Phil Vasey uses a separate Prolog process built with LPA's ProWeb for a property 
underwriting system (Vasey, 1997). 
The PiLLoW/CIAO library supports a higher level communications layer between 
the interface and task processes based on Active modules. Each invocation of the in- 
terface script communicates with the task process as if it was calling a module (Ca- 
beza et al., 1996). The authors peculate on using &-Prolog/CIAO to parallelise their 
Prolog engine. 
Although this server-side technique solves the problem of multiple invocations of 
potentially large task processes, it still leaves unresolved how to support multiple 
queries on a shared resource. This remains an issue even when parallel languages 
are used. 
The shared resource problem was highlighted in the CGI scripts developed for 
ILPS'97 (Nilsson, 1997): SICStus Prolog has a database library, but it can only be 
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accessed by one user at a time. One solution is to connect he scripts to a separately 
running multi-user database; another is to extend the existing database with concur- 
rent transaction features. 
Another problem, addressed in the EMRM system, is how to deal with lengthy 
browser interactions, which require the task process to suspend while the user enters 
further details. A related ifficulty, peculiar to LP systems, is how to deal with back- 
tracking to a previous tage in the user interaction. The ProWeb system (LPA, 1997) 
records the pages associated with earlier stages, and can redisplay them as required. 
Backtracking may also make it necessary to rollback changes to (shared) resources. 
These problems can occur with any multi-user LP application, but are compounded 
by the forms-based user interface supplied by CGI, and the stateless nature of the 
HTTP protocol. 
A third server-side technique is to completely replace the traditional Web server 
by software which combines the functionality of a server with the particular task. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
A notable LP solution in this style is the ECLiPSe HTTP server library, which al- 
lows a basic server framework to be customized for different communication proto- 
cols (Bonnet et al., 1996). Indeed, the major advantage of this technique is the way 
that the server can be specialised for specific applications and communication modes. 
The main drawback is the large amount of work required to implement a fully fea- 
tured server with concurrency control, error handling, administrative tools, and so 
on.  
This approach is also used in the Munich Rent Advisor, which coded its server 
with ECLiPSe (but without the help of the ECLiPSe HTTP server library) (Frfih- 
wirth and Abdennadher, 1996). 
A different view of this server-side technique is the idea of a wrapper which pro- 
vides a uniform database interface to disparate sources, such as the semi-structured 
documents found on the Web. Bonnet and Bressan (1997) describe the use of Prolog 
to write a generic wrapper. 
E1-Beltagy et al. (1997) use a Java front-end linked by sockets to a Prolog appli- 
cation running under a simple server. A novel feature of their system is its use of hi- 
erarchical classification to batch queries on the client-side in order to reduce the 
number of connections with the server. 
7.3. Peer-to-peer systems 
The Web model is based on clients and servers, which makes it difficult to code 
systems where the communication is between entities with equal status. In particular, 
it discourages the implementation f multi-agent systems where it is essential that all 
the participants can communicate on equal terms. 
User  
n 
I I ' edicated 
k~.browser answer ,", k~.LP server  
u 
Fig. I h A dedicated LP server. 
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For this reason, some LP systems utilise the Internet as their underlying commu- 
nication layer. Two languages in this category are Distributed Oz (Haridi and Van 
Roy, 1996) and April (McCabe and Clark, 1995). Both use message passing and have 
the ability to move code between machines. April is not strictly speaking a LP lan- 
guage, but has borrowed ideas from LP, and its macro language can be used to sup- 
port more Prolog-like behaviour (Clark et al., 1996). 
April is used as the basis of a multi-agent system for extracting information from 
multiple, heterogeneous information sources (Clark and Lazarou, 1997). Unlike 
LogicWeb's CIFI, described in Section 4, a variety of agents are used for carrying 
out component tasks, such as locating sources, phrasing queries in a suitable form 
for those sources, translating responses, and reformulating queries. Also, agents are 
moved over the network so that queries are carried out locally at the information sourc- 
es. 
SICStus Prolog and its objects package are being used to develop an Internet- 
based trading application called MarketSpace (Eriksson et al., 1996). However, 
the authors note the need for a language that supports richer notions of concurrency, 
and features uch as persistence. This work has latterly developed into an agents 
platform called AgentBase, consisting of classes written in the object-oriented xten- 
sion of SICStus Prolog (Eriksson et al., 1997). The classes can support a wide range 
of agent applications, including adaptive workflow systems and resource monitoring 
and allocation. The classes for coding Web clients, HTTP parsing and HTML gen- 
eration could be used to build functionality similar to LogicWeb. 
Pamela is a software agent for helping a user find and track information on the 
Web (Eli6ns et al., 1997), and is part of the WASP project on Web agent support. 
It will be coded using the distributed LP language DLP, extended with Web primi- 
tives and the DESIRE modelling framework for expressing cooperation between 
agents. CORBA will be utilised as the object-level mediator for communication be- 
tween the agents and other Internet entities. 
The blackboards in Multi-BinProlog are the basis of LogiMOO, a high-level ker- 
nel for Internet collaborative work (Tarau and De Bosschere, 1996; Tarau et al., 
1997). Large parts of LogiMOO are implemented in Java, allowing the use of Java 
classes with Prolog, and the creation of combined Java/Prolog mobile agents. 
LogiMOO also permits executing code to migrate between platforms by relocating 
first order continuations acting as threads (Tarau and Dahl, 1997). 
LogiMOO uses local and virtual blackboards to hide the underlying network. 
Similar approaches are possible in other LP languages with Linda-style blackboards, 
such as SICStus Prolog (SICStus, 1996) and &-Prolog/CIAO (Hermenegildo and 
Greene, 1991). For example, ACLT, implemented in SICStus Prolog, offers multiple 
logical tuple spaces aimed at coordinating activities on the Web (Denti et al., 1997). 
One of their extensions to the Linda model is the notion of communication events 
which trigger activities automatically. 
There is a commercial product based on Linda, called Ubique Doors, which ini- 
tially used FCP (Shapiro, 1994), However, it is now coded in C++. 
The blackboard paradigm, or Linda model, is useful because it operates at a high- 
er level than the networking protocols required for peer-to-peer systems. In particu- 
lar, the board abstraction can be viewed in several different ways: as a kind of global 
knowledge base, a flexible communications medium, or a 'world' where agents meet. 
Most systems upport multiple boards, to further enhance the representation. 
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The board mechanism simplifies the complex task of defining agent cooperation 
and negotiation protocols ince it allows the coupling between agents to be less ex- 
plicit, overcoming the restrictions of point-to-point communication i  simple mes- 
sage passing and client-server formalisms. Boards allow applications to be scaled 
up easily since the addition of extra agents does not require a realignment of the 
communication network. Also, coordination activities can be represented by agents 
(e.g. as mediators), thereby placing control on an equal footing with the other com- 
putational aspects of the paradigm. 
The main disadvantage of the board model is the implicit nature of the connec- 
tions between agents and their control or coordination logic. This can make it diffi- 
cult to understand the overall behaviour of a system. 
8. Summary 
There are three key advantages of using LP for Web programming. 
• LP allows the Web to be viewed more abstractly. LogicWeb encourages Web pag- 
es and hypertext links to be reinterpreted asprograms and relationships. The prac- 
tical result is that programmers do not need to concern themselves with lower- 
level issues like page retrieval and parsing. 
• LP is particularly suitable for coding important classes of Web applications. We 
have currently identified three domains: information structures, earch, and pars- 
ing. The ease of coding structured information (e.g., as in a database), and manip- 
ulating it, is in stark contrast to the effort required to do the same in imperative or 
object-oriented languages. Simple search applications using backtracking can be 
coded in a few lines, and more robust versions can utilise heuristics coded with fa- 
miliar LP techniques. Parsing is essential to most applications, and plentiful tech- 
niques are available (e.g., DCGs and other logic grammars). 
• LP supports meta-programming. Meta-level reasoning is essential for making a 
program "intelligent" in the sense that it can reason about its own actions, and 
respond to changes in its environment ( he Web) (Kowalski, 1996). Meta-pro- 
gramming facilitates the manipulation and composition of LogicWeb programs 
using an approach similar to that described in (Brogi et al., 1994b), except hat 
the programs come from the Web. These techniques are possible because program 
IDs and Web pages are represented as first class entities in LogicWeb. Meta-level 
capabilities are also important for the implementation f the LogicWeb system's 
inference ngine, and for the specification of its operational semantics. The sim- 
plicity of this encoding makes it easier to specify security restrictions. 
Future Work. LogicWeb must be able to model the changing nature of the Web, 
and so we shall be exploring the use of temporal operators to capture the notion of 
repeatedly updating and differentiating between versions of a program. 
Our work on light-weight deductive databases can be extended in a number of di- 
rections, including support for server-side updates, and the investigation of compo- 
sition operators uch as tuple inheritance (Moreno-Navarro, 1995), and other forms 
of restriction (e.g., Aquilino et al., 1997). 
Further work is required to make the LogicWeb system more secure. The meta- 
interpreter implementation f LogicWeb's inference ngine means that it is relatively 
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easy to control which goals are evaluated. A more problematic aspect is resource 
control, where code should be prevented from going into an infinite loop, and from 
downloading programs until memory is exhausted. Resource bounded inference, 
loop checking, strong typing, and partial evaluation may be of  use. 
The LogicWeb system's reliance on NCSA XMosaic makes the system difficult to 
distribute. We may recode the system as a Netscape plug-in to make it more porta- 
ble, or on top of  a sufficiently powerful Web library such as PiLLoW. 
HTTP  request failures are passed to the application level as goal failures. We may 
consider making more information about the failure accessible to the programmer, 
perhaps by invoking a user-defined exception handling routine. 
A recent trend is to write Web browsers and their applets in the same language. 
This trend began with the Hot  Java browser which is implemented in Java and sup- 
ports Java applets (Hot Java, 1996). Another example is the MMM browser which is 
implemented in Objective Caml (an object-oriented dialect of  ML) with a Tcl/Tk- 
based interface, and supports applets written in Objective Caml (Rouaix, 1996). A 
third example is SurfIt! which supports Tcl applets (Ball, 1996). The main advantage 
of using the same language for the browser and its applets is to provide an extendible 
architecture without requiring a potentially complex interface between different pro- 
gramming paradigms/languages. We plan to look into using LogicWeb programs to 
extend the functionality of  its system. 
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